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Kakorin S.V.1, Bylova N.A.2
Kakorin S.V.1, Bylova N.A.2
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1 Pirogov
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Aim: To evaluate epidemiology of chronic aneurism of left
Aim: To evaluate
epidemiology
of glucose
chronic aneurism
left
ventricular
in patients
with normal
metabolismof and
ventricular
in patients
glucose
metabolism
and
glucose
intolerance
andwith
alsonormal
time from
myocardial
infarction,
glucose intolerance
and also
time from
myocardialofinfarction,
complicated
with chronic
aneurism
to diagnosis
glucose
complicated with chronic aneurism to diagnosis of glucose
intolerance.
intolerance.We perform retrospective evaluation of 3825 cases
Methods:
Methods:
We perform
retrospective
evaluation
of 3825
cases
from
cardiology
departments
of City Clinical
Hospitals
#63
and
from
oftoCity
Hospitals
#63
and
#4
forcardiology
period fromdepartments
january 2010
mayClinical
2013. We
analyse:
cases
#4 foracute
periodmyocardial
from january
2010 to may
2013. We with
analyse:
cases
with
infarction,
complicated
aneurism,
with acute
myocardial
aneurism,
chronic
aneurism
of left infarction,
ventricular,complicated
age, gender,with
metabolism
of
chronic aneurism of left ventricular, age, gender, metabolism of
glucose.
glucose. From 3825 cases: chronic aneurism of left ventricular –
Results:
Results:
cases:
chronic with
aneurism
of left
ventricular
–
181,
fromFrom
these3825
patients
77 (42,5%)
glucose
intolerance
and
181, from
thesewith
patients
77 (42,5%)
glucose intolerance
and
104
(57,5%)
normal
glucose with
metabolism.
Patients with
104 (57,5%)
with normal
metabolism.
Patients
with
glucose
intolerance:
male –glucose
33 (42,86%),
they were
separeted
glucose
intolerance:
male
– 33 %),
(42,86%),
were
for
age: 35-44
years old
1 (1,29
45-54 - they
2 (2,59
%),separeted
55-64 - 6
for age:
years
1 (1,29
45-54
- 2(16,88
(2,59 %),
- 6(7,79
%),35-44
65-74
– 11old
(14,28
%),%),
75-89
– 13
%);55-64
female
(7,79
%), 65-74
– 11
(14,28
%), 75-89
– 13 35-44
(16,88years
%); female
44
(57,14%),
they
were
separeted
for age:
old - 0,44 (57,14%),
for 65-74
age: 35-44
years %),
old -750,
45-54
- 1 (1,29they
%), were
55-64separeted
- 3 (3,89 %),
– 18 (23,37
45-54
- 1 (28,57
(1,29 %),
- 3 (3,89
65-74
– 18 (23,37
%), 7589
– 22
%).55-64
Patients
with %),
normal
glucose
metabolism:
89 – –
2253(28,57
with
normal glucose
male
(50,96%).
%),Patients
they were
separeted
for age: metabolism:
35-44 years
male
53 (50,96
%), they
age:
35-44%),
years
old
- 3– (2,88
%), 45-54
- 10were
(9,61separeted
%), 55-64for
- 11
(10,57
65old –- 39 (2,88
%),%);
55-64
- 11 -(10,57
%), 6574
(8,65 %),
%), 45-54
75-89- –1020(9,61
(19,23
female
51 (49,04%),
74 – were
9 (8,65
%), 75-89
20 35-44
(19,23years
%); female
51 (49,04%),
they
separeted
for –
age:
old - 0,- 45-54
- 0, 55they- were
separeted
for –age:
35-44 years
old - 0,
45-54
- 0, %).
5564
5 (4,80
%), 65-74
21 (20,20
%), 75-89
– 25
(24,03
64 - 577
(4,80
%), 65-74
– 21 (20,20
%), 75-89
– 25 myocardial
(24,03 %).
From
patients
with glucose
intolerance
and acute
From 77 patients
with glucose
intoleranceinand
infarction,
complicated
with aneurism,
35 acute
casesmyocardial
(45,45%)
infarction,
complicated
with aneurism,
in 35infarction.
cases (45,45%)
glucose
intoleranse
we previous
to myocrdial
In other
glucose
we previous
to myocrdial
infarction.
In other
42
casesintoleranse
(54,54%) glucose
intolerance
developed
in period
of 142years
casesafter
(54,54%)
glucoseinfarction
intolerance
developed
period of 13
myocardial
in 29
patientsin(69,04%),
in
3 yearsofafter
myocardial
infarction
patients
(69,04%),
period
4-6 yeart
– 5 (11,9%)
and in
in 29
period
of 7-11
years – in
8
period of 4-6 yeart – 5 (11,9%) and in period of 7-11 years – 8
(19,04%).
(19,04%).
Conclusions:
In case of glucose intolerance we can see more
Conclusions:
In case of
intolerance
we can see
more
frequent
development
of glucose
aneurism
of left ventricular
(6,76%),
frequent
development
of aneurism
of left ventricular
than
in patients
with normal
glucose metabolism
(3,87). (6,76%),
In group
than
in patients
with normal
(3,87).
In group
of
glucose
intolerance
prevailglucose
female metabolism
of young age.
It needs
more
of glucose intolerance
prevail
female
of young age.
It needs
more
investigations
to prove
the
hypotheses
of high
risk
of
investigations oftoglucose
prove intolerance
the hypotheses
of high
of
development
in 1-3 years
afterrisk
acute
development
of glucose intolerance in 1-3 years after acute
myocardial
infarction.
myocardial infarction.

Design
Design and
and Methods:
Methods: We
We included
included prospectively
prospectively 48
48 patients
patients
(mean
(mean age
age 54
54 ±
± 15
15 years,
years, 38%
38% women)
women) with
with AH
AH and
and followed
followed
them
them up
up for
for 14.4
14.4 ±
± 3.2
3.2 in
in order
order to
to evaluate
evaluate the
the effect
effect of
of a
a fixed
fixed
antihypertensive
antihypertensive combination
combination ramipril
ramipril +
+ amlodipine
amlodipine on
on BP
BP values
values
and
arterial
stiffness
(AS)
parameters.
We
applied
3
forms
and arterial stiffness (AS) parameters. We applied 3 forms of
of
fixed
fixed antihypertensive
antihypertensive combination:
combination: ramipril/amlodipine
ramipril/amlodipine 5/5,
5/5, 10/5
10/5
and
and 10/10
10/10 mg.
mg. Mean
Mean dose
dose of
of ramipril
ramipril in
in our
our patients
patients was
was 7.2
7.2 ±
±
2.5
2.5 mg,
mg, and
and that
that of
of amlodipine
amlodipine –
– 5.9
5.9 ±
± 2.0
2.0 mg.
mg. We
We measured
measured
office and
and 24-hour
24-hour ambulatory
ambulatory BP
BP and
and AS
AS indices
indices at
at baseline,
baseline, at
at
office
st
rd
1
1st and
and 3
3rd month
month during
during follow-up.
follow-up. At
At the
the end
end of
of follow-up
follow-up office
office
BP
BP and
and AS
AS indices
indices were
were evaluated.
evaluated.
Results:
Results: One
One month
month after
after initiation
initiation of
of therapy
therapy there
there was
was a
a
significant
decrease
in
office
BP
values
and
most
of
significant decrease in office BP values and most of the
the
parameters
parameters of
of 24-hour
24-hour ambulatory
ambulatory BP
BP monitoring
monitoring (except
(except nightnighttime
time SBP,
SBP, values
values above
above limit
limit for
for systolic
systolic and
and diastolic
diastolic BP
BP –
– SBP;
SBP;
DBP,
DBP, during
during the
the night
night and
and dipping
dipping status)
status) and
and a
a favorable
favorable change
change
in
in AS
AS indices
indices -- table
table 1.
1. After
After 3
3 months
months of
of treatment
treatment with
with a
a fixed
fixed
combination
combination of
of ramipril
ramipril +
+ amlodipine
amlodipine there
there was
was an
an additional
additional
decrease in
in night-time
night-time SBP
SBP and
and values
values above
above limit
limit for
for SBP
SBP and
and
decrease
DBP
DBP and
and all
all parameters
parameters for
for office
office and
and 24-hour
24-hour ambulatory
ambulatory BP
BP
decreased
decreased significantly
significantly compared
compared to
to baseline
baseline value,
value, except
except for
for
patients’
dipping
status.
At
the
end
of
follow-up,
which
was
patients’ dipping status. At the end of follow-up, which was
between
between a
a year
year and
and a
a year
year and
and a
a half
half for
for most
most of
of the
the patients,
patients,
office
office values
values of
of SBP
SBP and
and DBP
DBP remained
remained significantly
significantly reduced
reduced
compared
to
baseline
132
±
13
and
86
±
10
compared to baseline - 132 ± 13 and 86 ± 10 mmHg,
mmHg,
respectively,
respectively, p<0.001
p<0.001 for
for both,
both, and
and the
the favorable
favorable change
change in
in AS
AS
indices
indices was
was retained,
retained, except
except for
for the
the arterial
arterial compliance.
compliance.
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ANTIHYPERTENSIVE AND ARTERIAL DE-STIFFENING
ANTIHYPERTENSIVE
AND TREATMENT
ARTERIAL WITH
DE-STIFFENING
EFFECTS OF LONG-TERM
RAMIPRIL
EFFECTS
OF
LONG-TERM
TREATMENT
WITH
RAMIPRIL
AND AMLODIPINE
AND AMLODIPINE
Iana SIMOVA1, PhD, Tzvetana KATOVA1, DSci,
1
, PhD,1,Tzvetana
KATOVA1, DSci,
Iana
SIMOVA
PhD
Velislava
KOSTOVA
Velislava KOSTOVA1, PhD
1 Department of Noninvasive Cardiovascular Imaging and
1 Department
of Noninvasive
Cardiovascular
Functional Diagnostics,
National
CardiologyImaging
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Sofia,
Functional
Bulgaria Diagnostics, National Cardiology Hospital, Sofia,
Bulgaria
Objective: Approximately 30-45% of the general population in
Objective:
Approximately
of the (AH)
general
in
Europe
suffers
from arterial30-45%
hypertension
andpopulation
the majority
Europe
fromwould
arterialneed
hypertension
(AH) antihypertensive
and the majority
of thesesuffers
patients
a combined
of
these to
patients
wouldblood
needpressure
a combined
antihypertensive
treatment
reach target
(BP) values.
One of the
treatment first
to reach
target blood pressure
(BP) values.
One of the
preferred
line antihypertensive
strategies
is the combination
preferred
first line antihypertensive
strategies
is theACEi)
combination
of an angiotensin
converting enzyme
inhibitor
and a
of
an angiotensin
converting
calcium
channel blocker
(CCB). enzyme inhibitor ACEi) and a
calcium channel blocker (CCB).
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Conclusion:
Conclusion: Antihypertensive
Antihypertensive treatment
treatment with
with a
a fixed
fixed dose
dose
combination
combination of
of ramipril
ramipril and
and amlodipine
amlodipine significantly
significantly reduced
reduced
office
and
ambulatory
BP
values
in
patients
with
office and ambulatory BP values in patients with AH,
AH,
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DIFFERENTIAL
ASSOCIATIONS
OF
ASYMMETRIC
DIMETHYLARGININE AND CELL ADHESION MOLECULES
WITH METFORMIN USE IN PATIENTS WITH TYPE 2
DIABETES AND STABLE CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE
Olga KRUSZELNICKA, Bernadeta CHYRCHEL,
Grzegorz GAJOS, Andrzej SURDACKI
Department of Coronary Artery Disease and Heart Failure and
2nd Department of Cardiology, Jagiellonian University Medical
College, Krakow, Poland
Introduction: Metformin, the drug of first choice in type 2
diabetes (T2D), reduces cardiovascular (CV) morbidity and
mortality in part independently of improved glycemic control and
changes in traditional risk factors. However, there are discordant
reports on the effects of metformin on endothelial function in T2D.
Our aim was to compare biochemical indices of endothelial
dysfunction and activation in patients with stable coronary artery
disease (CAD) and T2D stratified by metformin use.
Method: We studied 70 patients (29 women, mean age 68 +/- 9
years) with established T2D referred for elective coronary
angiography owing to stable angina who were receiving the
currently recommended CV drugs and metformin or other oral
hypoglycemic agents. Exclusion criteria included heart failure,
significant valvular heart disease, severe renal insufficiency and
other relevant coexistent disorders. Patients who were treated
with metformin combined with other oral antidiabetic drugs had
also been a priori excluded. The study population was divided
into 2 groups according to metformin use for at least one year
prior to index hospitalization. Biochemical indices of endothelial
dysfunction and activation were measured at admission with
commercially available enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays.
Results: Clinical and angiographic characteristics were similar
in patients receiving metformin as compared to those on other
oral hypoglycemic agents. Plasma soluble vascular cell adhesion
molecule-1
(sVCAM-1)
was
lower
and
asymmetric
dimethylarginine (ADMA) higher in subjects on metformin
(Table), which was maintained in multivariate analysis.
Symmetric dimethylarginine (SDMA), monocyte chemotactic
protein-1 (MCP-1), and soluble forms of intercellular adhesion
molecule (sICAM-1) and E-selectin (sE-selectin) did not differ
across the groups (Table). The results were substantially
unchanged after exclusion of insulin users.

1/4
BODY MASS INDEX AS AN OBESITY INDICATOR OF THE
BEST PREDICTIVE VALUE FOR CARDIOVASCULAR
DISEASE RISK FACTORS IN A COHORT OF MIDDLE-AGED
HIGH RISK PATIENTS
Marius Miglinas1, Gintarė Kaklauskaitė2, Laurynas Rimševičius1,
Tomas Rekašius3, Jolita Badarienė4, Ligita Ryliškytė4,
Žaneta Petrulionienė4, Vytautas Kasiulevičius5,
Aleksandras Laucevičius4
1 Center of Nephrology, Vilnius University
2 Faculty of Medicine, Vilnius University
3 Faculty of Fundamental Sciences, Vilnius Gediminas
Technical University
4 Center of Angiology and Cardiology, Vilnius University
5 Family Medicine Centre, Vilnius University
Background: In addition to independently raising risks of
developing cardiovascular disease among others, obesity
augments other risk factors, such as dyslipidemia and
hypertension. It remains unclear, however, whether body mass
index (BMI), waist-to-height ratio (WHtR) or waist circumference
(WC) describes obesity and associated health risks most
accurately.
Material and Methods: The cohort study analyzed 4950 middleaged patients who entered the second stage of the Lithuanian
High Cardiovascular Risk prevention program (LitHiR). The study
population was divided into obese and non-obese groups based
on BMI (division point at 30), WHtR (division point at 0.577) and
WC (division point at 88 cm for females and 102 cm for males)
and later compared. Dependent variables of the study were total
serum cholesterol, triglycerides, LDL-C, HDL-C, systolic and
diastolic blood pressure. Stepwise multiple regression analysis
was used to determine the relationship between BMI,
WHtR,WC
and
the
dependent
variables.
Results: 3024 (61.1 %) of the patients were female. The mean
age was at 53.96 ± 6.23 years. According to BMI, 56.87 % of the
female and 60.32 % of the male population were obese.
Regarding WC, 93.84 % of the female and 81.42 % of the male
patients presented with central obesity. 98.21 % of the patients
of both genders were declared obese by WHtR. Patients within
all three obese groups had significantly higher mean systolic and
diastolic blood pressure values (P-value < 0.05) when compared
to their non-obese counterparts. The opposite could be said
about mean total serum cholesterol and HDL-C values (P-value
< 0.05). Higher mean triglyceride and lower mean LDL-C values
were observed in the obese groups described by BMI and WC.
Based on the results of the stepwise multiple regression analysis,
BMI was the most significant predictor for all dependent variables
both for males and females (with an exception for triglycerides in
women), whereas WHtR presented with the lowest predictive
value for the detection of cardiovascular disease risk factors.
Conclusions: Obesity, central in particular, was prevalent within
our middle-aged study population. Waist circumference and
WHtR were more sensitive obesity indicators when compared to
BMI. However, BMI had the strongest associations with changes
in both lipid profile and blood pressure.

Conclusion: Metformin use is differentially associated with
sVCAM-1 and ADMA levels in real-world patients with type 2
diabetes and stable CAD. Whether this observation might reflect
different prognostic effects of these endothelial markers on CV
outcome in diabetes, remains to be studied.
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ENDOGENOUS SIRT3 PROTECTS FROM ENDOTHELIAL
DYSFUNCTION IN A SUPEROXIDE-DEPENDENT MANNER
BY ACTIVATING SOD2 – UNCOVERING A NOVEL C/EBP
BETA-DEPENDENT TRANSCRIPTIONAL FEEDBACK LOOP
OF SOD2
Stephan Winnik, M.D., Ph.D.,1, 2 Daniel S. Gaul, M.Sc.,2
Giovanni Siciliani, M.Sc.,2 Christine Lohmann,, M. Sc.,2
Urs Eriksson, M.D.,2, 3 Johan Auwerx, M.D., Ph.D.4,
Thomas F. Lüscher, M.D.,1, 2, 5 Christian M. Matter, M.D.1, 2, 5
1 University Heart Center Zurich, Department of Cardiology,
University Hospital Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland
2 Center for Molecular Cardiology, University of Zurich,
Schlieren, Switzerland
3 Division of Cardiology and Department of Medicine, GZO
Regional Health Center Wetzikon, Wetzikon, Switzerland
4 Laboratory of Integrative Systems Physiology, School of Life
Science, Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne,
Lausanne, Switzerland
5 Zurich Center for Integrative Human Physiology, University of
Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland
Aims: Sirtuin 3 (Sirt3) is an NAD+-dependent mitochondrial
deacetylase associated with a superoxide dismutase 2 (SOD2)mediated protection from oxidative stress. We have reported
accelerated weight gain and impaired metabolic flexibility in
atherosclerotic Sirt3-/- mice. Oxidative stress is a hallmark of
endothelial dysfunction. Yet, the role of Sirt3 in this context
remains enigmatic. We aimed to unravel the effects of Sirt3 on
endothelial function and oxidative stress.
Methods & Results: Transient knockdown of Sirt3 in human
aortic endothelial cells (HAEC) increased intracellular
mitochondrial superoxide generation, as assessed by electron
spin resonance spectroscopy and live-cell imaging.
Concomitantly, endothelium-dependent relaxation of aortic rings
from Sirt3-/- mice exposed to 12 weeks of high cholesterol diet
was impaired compared with wildtype controls. Relaxation was
restored when superoxide was either scavenged by exogenous
pegylated superoxide dismutase or when its generation was
blunted by NADPH oxidase inhibition. Transient knockdown of
Sirt3 in HAEC diminished SOD2 activity by 4.1 fold, a finding
accompanied by hyperacetylation of SOD2 (trend);
simultaneously, SOD2 expression was increased by 2.8 fold.
This feedback regulation was abrogated following simultaneous
transient knockdown of CCAT/enhancer binding protein beta
(C/EBP-ß). Subsequently, mitochondrial superoxide generation
was exacerbated and prolonged culture culminated in endothelial
cell death.
Conclusions: Endogenous Sirt3 protects from oxidative stressinduced endothelial dysfunction by activating SOD2. A novel
C/EPB-ß-dependent transcriptional feedback regulation of SOD2
insufficiently compensates for the Sirt3-dependent loss of SOD2
activity. Thus, beyond maintaining metabolic flexibility and
preventing expedited weight gain, Sirt3 also contributes to
vascular protection from oxidative stress-mediated endothelial
dysfunction.
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the
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Methods.
Methods. We
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Conclusion.
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LVH and
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Picture 1.
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JNK INHIBITION PROTECTS AGAINST OBESITY-INDUCED
ENDOTHELIEL
DYSFUNCTION
MIMICKING
THE
BENEFICIAL EFFECTS OF ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS
SURGERY
Petia I. DOYTCHEVA 1,2,3*, Elena OSTO 2,3,
Thomas BÄCHLER 1,4, Marco BÜTER 3,4,
Christian MATTER 2,3, Thomas A. LUTZ 1,3,
Thomas F. LÜSCHER 2,3
1
2
3
4

Institute of Veterinary Physiology, UZH, Zurich;
Center for Molecular Cardiology, UZH, Schlieren;
Zurich Centre for Integrative Human Physiology, Zurich;
Department of Surgery, USZ, Zurich

Introduction: Roux-en-Y gastric bypass surgery (RYGB)
reduces weight and long-term cardiovascular risk in obese
patients. We previously demonstrated that endothelial-mediated
vasorelaxation improved rapidly in diet-induced obese (DIO) rats
8 days after RYGB and that this was associated with a reduced
phosphorylation of JNK independently from body weight loss.
Therefore, in sham-operated ad libitum-fed rats we investigated
whether in vivo inhibition of JNK activity using two different JNK
inhibitors mimics the beneficial endothelial effects of RYGB.
Methods: DIO rats underwent RYGB or sham surgery, and
sham-operated ad libitum-fed rats received either vehicle
(sham_AL) or the JNK inhibitor SP600125 (sham_SP)
40mg/kg/day s.c. (Selleckchem, USA) for 8 days post-surgery. In
a separate experiment, DIO rats underwent RYGB or sham
surgery, and sham-operated ad libitum-fed rats received either
control peptide TAT (sham_TAT) or the specific JNK-1 peptide
inhibitor D-JNKi-1 (sham_DJNK) 20mg/kg/day s.c. (Pepscan,
Netherlands) for 8 days post-surgery. Thoracic aortic rings were
isolated and subjected to ex vivo isometric tension recordings.
After submaximal contraction with norepinephrine (10^-6mol/L),
cumulative relaxation responses were performed to GLP-1 (7–
36) amide (10^-12 to 10^-6mol/L) or insulin (10^-11 to 10^5mol/L). Western blot analyses of JNK and Akt were also
performed on aortic tissue lysates.
Results: Body weight did not differ between sham_SP and
sham_AL rats, while the weight loss of RYGB rats was significant
8 days after surgery. GLP-1- and insulin-induced vasorelaxation
responses improved in RYGB compared to sham_AL rats;
interestingly, sham_SP rats had endothelial relaxation similar to
RYGB rats. JNK protein phosphorylation in aortic lysates was
decreased in RYGB and sham_SP rats, while Akt
phosphorylation was increased compared to sham_AL. Analysis
of D-JNKi-1-treated rats is currently ongoing.
Conclusion: Our study underlines a crucial role of JNK in
obesity-associated endothelial dysfunction. JNK inhibition seems
to mimic the rapid endothelial effects of RYGB, suggesting a
novel specific mechanism for the cardiovascular protective
effects of RYGB.
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Jelena-R. Ghadri, Johanna Diekmann, Dana R. Bataiosu,
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Victoria L. Cammann, Verena Geyer, Catharina A. Neumann,
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Frank Ruschitzka, Thomas F. Lüscher, Christian Templin
On behalf of the InterTAK collaborators
Background: Takotsubo cardiomyopathy (TTC) is a relatively
uncommon condition for which only small series have been
University Hospital Zurich, University Heart Center, Zurich,
reported. Thus, we have established the International Takotsubo
Switzerland
Registry (InterTAKRegistry) to investigate the clinical outcome and
to analyze different treatment strategies (i.e. ACE/ARBs and
Background: Takotsubo cardiomyopathy (TTC) is a relatively
beta-blockers) post discharge of this multifaceted clinical entity.
uncommon condition for which only small series have been
Methods: Data were collected from 24 cardiovascular centers in
reported. Thus, we have established the International Takotsubo
eight countries worldwide. From 2011-2013, patients’ records
Registry (InterTAKRegistry) to investigate the clinical outcome and
diagnosed with TTC between 1998-2013 from all participating
to analyze different treatment strategies (i.e. ACE/ARBs and
institutions were included. Follow-up analysis comprised allbeta-blockers) post discharge of this multifaceted clinical entity.
cause death and major adverse cardiac and cerebrovascular
Methods: Data were collected from 24 cardiovascular centers in
events (MACCE, composite of TTC recurrence, myocardial
eight countries worldwide. From 2011-2013, patients’ records
infarction, TIA/stroke and all-cause death). Additionally, the
diagnosed with TTC between 1998-2013 from all participating
effect of ACE-inhibitors and ARBs as well as beta-blockers on
institutions were included. Follow-up analysis comprised allone-year mortality was analyzed after discharge. Follow-up data
cause death and major adverse cardiac and cerebrovascular
were obtained by clinic visits, medical records and/or telephone
events (MACCE, composite of TTC recurrence, myocardial
interviews.
infarction, TIA/stroke and all-cause death). Additionally, the
Results: Of 1287 patients 90.8% were females (mean age of
effect of ACE-inhibitors and ARBs as well as beta-blockers on
66.8±13.1 years). All-cause death and major adverse cardiac
one-year mortality was analyzed after discharge. Follow-up data
and cerebrovascular events (MACCE) rates during long-term
were obtained by clinic visits, medical records and/or telephone
follow-up were 4.4% and 7.7%, respectively. Angiotensininterviews.
converting-enzyme (ACE) inhibitors/angiotensin receptor
Results: Of 1287 patients 90.8% were females (mean age of
blockers (ARBs), but not beta-blocker therapy was associated
66.8±13.1 years). All-cause death and major adverse cardiac
with improved survival after one year (P=0.011 and P=0.67,
and cerebrovascular events (MACCE) rates during long-term
respectively).
follow-up were 4.4% and 7.7%, respectively. AngiotensinConclusion: Unlike previously suspected, TTC is characterized
converting-enzyme (ACE) inhibitors/angiotensin receptor
by significant mortality and MACCE rates during follow-up. The
blockers (ARBs), but not beta-blocker therapy was associated
use of ACE inhibitor/ARBs, but not that of beta-blockers was
with improved survival after one year (P=0.011 and P=0.67,
associated with a reduction of long-term mortality.
respectively).
Conclusion: Unlike previously suspected, TTC is characterized
by significant mortality and MACCE rates during follow-up. The
use of ACE inhibitor/ARBs, but not that of beta-blockers was
associated with a reduction of long-term mortality.
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Methods: Admission 12-lead surface ECGs from 200 patients
(91% females) with the diagnosis of TTC from the International
Takotsubo Registry (InterTAKRegistry
Registry) were reviewed. 24 and 48hours follow-up ECGs were also evaluated if available. ECGs
from patients with apical ballooning were compared to ECGs with
atypical forms (midventricular, basal and focal types).
Results: We identified 161 (80.5%) patients with criteria eligible
for the diagnosis of acute myocardial infarction (MI) according to
the Third Universal Definition of MI. ECG on admission showed
normal pattern in 28 (14%), ST-elevation (STe) in 111 (55.5%),
isolated T-wave inversion (Tinv) (with no concomitant STe or STdepression STd) in 43 (21.5%), isolated STd (with no
concomitant STe or Tinv) in only 8 (4%) and QT prolongation in
102 (51%) patients. The ECG evolution 2 to 3 days after the
index event showed a shift from isolated STe to isolated Tinv in
the corresponding leads (p=0.024), as well as prolongation of the
corrected QTc interval (from 463.68 ± 34ms to 473.10 ± 43ms,
p=0.045).
The presence of total, or anterior STe, or inferior Tinv were more
observed in typical TTC (62.1% vs 34% p=0.001, 28.1% vs 4.3%
p<0.001, and 19.6% vs 2.1% p=0.002, respectively). We also
identified a higher prevalence of STd in aVR lead [STe in (-)aVR]
in typical TTC (35.3% vs 17%, p=0.019). Atypical TTC patients
had more normal ECG pattern on admission (27.7% vs 9.8%,
p=0.004). Isolated STd was significantly more observed in
atypical form (10.6% vs 2%, p=0.019). In fact, STe in anterior and
inferior, STe in (-)aVR along with STe in anterior, or diffuse Tinv
in anterior and inferior leads had 100% specific for typical versus
atypical TTC on admission ECG (p value of 0.07, 0.003 and
0.014 respectively). On the other hand, a normal ECG at
presentation is 90.1% specific for atypical TTC (p=0.004) while
STd without concomitant STe or Tinv in any leads is 98% specific
of the atypical form of Takotsubo (p=0.019).
Conclusions: Admission ECG pattern is variable in patients with
TTC with more than 80% of patients being misdiagnosed of
having an acute MI. The presence of STe in (-) aVR, anterior and
inferior STe or Twave inversion, in opposite to normal ECG or
isolated STd, can differentiate typical versus atypical TTC types.

etiology and pathophysiology of this syndrome as well as its
etiology and pathophysiology of this syndrome as well as its
prognosis remains unclear. Aim of this study was to evaluate the
prognosis remains unclear. Aim of this study was to evaluate the
vascular function and structure as well as sympathetic nervous
vascular function and structure as well as sympathetic nervous
activity in patients with Takotsubo syndrome and matched
activity in patients with Takotsubo syndrome and matched
controls.
controls.
Methods 22 patients with Takotsubo syndrome and 21 controls,
Methods 22 patients with Takotsubo syndrome and 21 controls,
matched for age, cardiovascular risk factors and medications
matched for age, cardiovascular risk factors and medications
were included in this prospective observational study. Flowwere included in this prospective observational study. Flowmediated vasodilatation (FMD) of the brachial artery at baseline
mediated vasodilatation (FMD) of the brachial artery at baseline
and during stress tests was used as a marker for endothelial
and during stress tests was used as a marker for endothelial
function. Arterial stiffness was evaluated by tonometric
function. Arterial stiffness was evaluated by tonometric
measurement of pulse wave velocity. Carotid atherosclerosis
measurement of pulse wave velocity. Carotid atherosclerosis
was assessed using ultrasound measurement of intima-media
was assessed using ultrasound measurement of intima-media
thickness and total plaque area. Sympathetic activation was
thickness and total plaque area. Sympathetic activation was
measured using microneurography and quality of life was
measured using microneurography and quality of life was
assessed using EQ-5 questionnaires. Results Compared to
assessed using EQ-5 questionnaires. Results Compared to
controls, patients with Takotsubo syndrome had a significantly
controls, patients with Takotsubo syndrome had a significantly
reduced endothelial function (FMD 3.0±1.7% vs. 5.0±1.7%;
reduced endothelial function (FMD 3.0±1.7% vs. 5.0±1.7%;
p=0.016) and an increased sympathetic nervous activity (MSA
p=0.016) and an increased sympathetic nervous activity (MSA
49.7±27.5 vs. 28.7±15.1 Burst/100HB, p=0.04). Cardiovascular
49.7±27.5 vs. 28.7±15.1 Burst/100HB, p=0.04). Cardiovascular
risk factors (age, weight, glucose, lipid profile and physical
risk factors (age, weight, glucose, lipid profile and physical
activity), pharmacological therapies, pulse wave velocity, intimaactivity), pharmacological therapies, pulse wave velocity, intimamedia
thickness,
total
plaque
area
and
media
thickness,
total
plaque
area
and
quality of life were similar between both groups.
quality of life were similar between both groups.
Conclusion Our findings highlight the potentially important role
Conclusion Our findings highlight the potentially important role
of sympathetic activation and endothelial dysfunction in patients
of sympathetic activation and endothelial dysfunction in patients
with Takotsubo syndrome.
with Takotsubo syndrome.
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Introduction Transient left ventricular apical ballooning
syndrome or Takotsubo cardiomyopathy is an acute cardiac
syndrome mimicking ST-segment elevation myocardial
infarction. This syndrome is typically observed in patients
experiencing sudden physical or emotional stress. The precise
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Introduction: Patients suffering from severe aortic stenosis and
Introduction: Patients suffering from severe aortic stenosis and
atrial fibrillation (AF) who undergo transcatheter valve
atrial fibrillation (AF) who undergo transcatheter valve
replacement (TAVR) are at high risk for stroke and major
replacement (TAVR) are at high risk for stroke and major
bleeding. Left atrial appendage occlusion (LAAO), obviates the
bleeding. Left atrial appendage occlusion (LAAO), obviates the
need for oral anticoagulation. Therefore, combining TAVR and
need for oral anticoagulation. Therefore, combining TAVR and
LAAO makes sense. We investigate safety of combining TAVR
LAAO makes sense. We investigate safety of combining TAVR
and LAAO in the same sitting.
and LAAO in the same sitting.
Methods: 41 consecutive patients in AF underwent TAVR and
Methods: 41 consecutive patients in AF underwent TAVR and
LAAO in the same procedure (combined), using local
LAAO in the same procedure (combined), using local
anaesthesia and fluoroscopic guidance alone. The cohort was
anaesthesia and fluoroscopic guidance alone. The cohort was
compared to 51 consecutive AF patients undergoing TAVR alone
compared to 51 consecutive AF patients undergoing TAVR alone
(single). As a primary safety endpoint at 30 days, a combination
(single). As a primary safety endpoint at 30 days, a combination
of all-cause mortality, stroke, life-threatening/disabling bleeding,
of all-cause mortality, stroke, life-threatening/disabling bleeding,

SECTION 1 .

acute kidney injury (Stage 2-3), major vascular complication,
pericardial effusion/tamponade, device embolization, valve
failure was chosen.
Results: Mean age was 84±5 years. The median CHA2DS2Vasc-score was 4.0 ± 1.05. The median HAS-BLED-score was
2.0 ± 0.95. The mean logistic EuroSCORE was 6.5±5.5. The
primary endpoint occurred in 6 (14.6%) patients in the combined
group and in 5 (9.8%) patients in the TAVI group (p= ns).

Results: Mean effective radiation dose from CCTA-PT was
1.7±0.6 mSv. At baseline, 153 (35%) patients had normal
arteries, 87 (20%) non-obstructive lesions, 131 (30%) obstructive
stenosis and 34 (8%) were previously revascularized. Twentynine (7%) patients were lost to follow-up. After a median followup of 6.1 years, MACE occurred in 0% of normal patients, in 6%
with non-obstructive lesions, in 30% with obstructive stenosis,
and in 39% of revascularized patients. Multivariate Cox analysis
identified obstructive stenosis and CACS as independent MACE
predictors (p<0.001). Area under ROC curve was significantly
higher for CCTA-PT than CACS.
Conclusions: Low-dose CCTA-PT has an excellent prognostic
performance with a warranty period of at least 6 years for patients
with normal coronary arteries.

Figure 1: Kaplan-Meier survival curves of TAVI-combined vs.
single group.
Conclusion: Combining TAVR with LAAO is feasible and safe.
In the intermediate and long run, it carries the potential to reduce
stroke and bleeding complications in this high risk population.
Future studies are needed to confirm an efficacy benefit.

1/12
LONG-TERM PROGNOSIS AFTER LOW-DOSE CORONARY
CT ANGIOGRAPHY WITH PROSPECTIVE ECG TRIGGERING

Results: Mean effective radiation dose from CCTA-PT was
1.7±0.6 mSv. At baseline, 153 (35%) patients had normal
arteries, 87 (20%) non-obstructive lesions, 131 (30%) obstructive
stenosis
Figure 1: Kaplan-Meier cumulative event-free survival curves
according to coronary lesions
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Oliver Gämperli1, Philipp A Kaufmann1, Ronny R Buechel1
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Purpose: This study aims at assessing the long-term prognostic
performance of low-dose 64-slice coronary CT angiography
(CCTA) using prospective ECG triggering in patients with known
or suspected coronary artery disease.
Methods: We retrospectively included 434 patients undergoing
low-dose CCTA with prospective triggering (CCTA-PT), stratified
according to maximal coronary lesions in CCTA-PT: normal, nonobstructive lesions (luminal narrowing <50%), obstructive
stenosis (luminal narrowing ≥50%) and previously revascularized
patients. Coronary artery calcium score (CACS) was also
recorded. Follow-up was performed using hospital records and
telephone interviews regarding major adverse cardiac events
(MACE), defined as cardiac death, non-fatal myocardial
infarction
or
need
for
elective
revascularization.
Revascularizations within 6 weeks after CCTA-PT were excluded
because they were potentially triggered by scan findings. KaplanMeier analysis, Cox regressions and receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curves were performed for prediction of
MACE.

LEFT VENTRICULAR RESPONSE TO PROFESSIONAL
SPORT IN ABLE-BODIED AND DISABLED ATHLETES
Iana SIMOVA11, Tzvetana KATOVA11, Ciro SANTORO22,
3
2
Boryana PAUNCHEVA3, Maurizio GALDERISI2,
1 Department of Noninvasive Cardiovascular Imaging and
Functional Diagnostics, National Cardiology Hospital, Sofia,
Bulgaria
2 Department of Medical Translational Sciences, University of
Naples Federico II, Naples, Italy
3 Bulgarian Olympic Committee, Sofia, Bulgaria
Introduction: Exercise physiology is not uniform in able-bodied
and disabled athletes (Paralympics). We could expect therefore
that the adaptation of the heart to intense training program in
these two groups would be different. The aim
of
this study was to compare baseline echocardiographic
characteristics
between
athletes
and
Paralympics.
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Methods
Methods and
and Results:
Results: We
We performed
performed a a detailed
detailed
echocardiographic
echocardiographic
study
study
in in
2222
male
male
athletes,
athletes,
engaged
engaged
in in
rowing,
rowing,
and
and3939male
maleParalympics,
Paralympics,participating
participatingin indifferent
differentkind
kindofof
endurance
endurance
sport
sport
(basketball,
(basketball,
tennis,
tennis,
athletics,
athletics,
goal-ball
goal-ball
and
and
judo)
judo)
– –table
table1.1. Abled-bodied
Abled-bodiedathletes
athleteswere
weretaller
tallerthan
thandisabled
disabled
athletes.
athletes.Body
Bodymass
massindex
index(BMI)
(BMI)and
andbody
bodysurface
surfacearea,
area,
however,
however, did
did not
not differ
differ significantly
significantly between
between groups.
groups.
Nevertheless
Nevertheless
athletes
athletes
had
had
significantly
significantly
larger
larger
left
left
ventricular
ventricular
(LV)
(LV)
end-diastolic
end-diastolic(LVEDD)
(LVEDD)and
andend-systolic
end-systolicdiameters
diameters(LVESD),
(LVESD),
increased
increased
LVLV
mass
mass
index
index
(LVMI).
(LVMI).
E/e’
E/e’
ratio
ratio
was
was
lower
lower
in in
athletes,
athletes,
although
althoughother
otherparameters
parametersofofLVLVdiastolic
diastolicfunction
functionwere
weresimilar
similar
between
between
groups.
groups.
Sensitive
Sensitive
methods
methods
forfor
LVLV
systolic
systolic
assessment,
assessment,
like
likeglobal
globallongitudinal
longitudinalstrain
strain(GLS),
(GLS),showed
showedenhanced
enhancedLVLV
systolic
systolic
function
function
in in
athletes’
athletes’
group
group
compared
compared
toto
Paralympics.
Paralympics.
LVLV
dilatation
dilatation
(LVEDD
(LVEDD
>/=
>/=
5555
mm)
mm)
was
was
present
present
in in
1515
athletes
athletes
(68%)
(68%)
and
and2 2Paralympics
Paralympics(5%).
(5%).There
Therewas
wasevidence
evidenceofofseptal
septaloror
posterior
posterior
wall
wall
hypertrophy
hypertrophy
(wall
(wall
thickness
thickness
>/=
>/=
1111
mm)
mm)
in in
22
(9%)
(9%)
ofofthe
theable-bodied
able-bodiedathletes
athletesand
andin in1515(39%)
(39%)ofofdisabled
disabledones.
ones.
LVMI
LVMIwas
wasincreased
increased(>(>125
125g/m^2)
g/m^2)in in3 3athletes
athletes(14%)
(14%)and
and1 1
Paralympic
Paralympic (3%).
(3%). Multivariable
Multivariable linear
linear regression
regression analysis
analysis
showed
showedthat
thatin inthe
thepooled
pooledgroup
groupindependent
independentcontributors
contributorsforfor
LVEDD
LVEDDwere
wereaffiliation
affiliationtotoable-bodied
able-bodiedorordisabled
disabledathletes,
athletes,age
age
and
and
BSA,
BSA,
and
and
forfor
LVMI
LVMI
––
group
group
belongings
belongings
and
and
age.
age.

Conclusion:
Conclusion:Baseline
Baselineechocardiographic
echocardiographiccharacteristics
characteristicsdiffer
differ
between
able-bodied
and
disabled
endurance
athletes.
There
is is
between
able-bodied
and
disabled
endurance
athletes.
There
higher
prevalence
ofof
LVLV
dilation
and
increased
LVMI
in in
athletes,
dilation
and
increased
LVMI
athletes,
higher
prevalence
while
whileParalympics
Paralympicspresent
presentmore
moreoften
oftenwith
withconcentric
concentricLVLV
remodeling.
higherin inableableremodeling.Myocardial
Myocardialsystolic
systolicdeformation
deformationis ishigher
bodied
athletes.
bodied
athletes.
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2/1
2/1
ARE
ARE PARALYMPICS
PARALYMPICS AT
AT AN
AN INCREASED
INCREASED RISK
RISK OF
OF SUDDEN
SUDDEN
CARDIAC
DEATH
ECG
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC
CARDIAC DEATH - ECG - ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC
CORRELATION?
CORRELATION?
1
1
1
Iana
1, Tzvetana KATOVA1, Velislava KOSTOVA1,
, Tzvetana KATOVA , Velislava KOSTOVA ,
Iana SIMOVA
SIMOVA
2
Ilia
LALOV
2
Ilia LALOV

1
1 Department
Department of
of Noninvasive
Noninvasive Cardiovascular
Cardiovascular Imaging
Imaging and
and
Functional
Functional Diagnostics,
Diagnostics, National
National Cardiology
Cardiology Hospital,
Hospital, Sofia,
Sofia,
Bulgaria
Bulgaria
2
2 Bulgarian
Bulgarian Paralympics
Paralympics Association,
Association, Sofia,
Sofia, Bulgaria
Bulgaria
Objective:
Objective: Sudden
Sudden cardiac
cardiac death
death (SCD)
(SCD) has
has been
been well
well studied
studied
in
in elite
elite athletes
athletes but
but data
data regarding
regarding Paralympics
Paralympics is
is scant.
scant. Signal
Signal
averaged
averaged ECG
ECG (SAECG)
(SAECG) revealing
revealing late
late ventricular
ventricular potentials
potentials is
is
acknowledged
acknowledged as
as a
a risk
risk factor
factor for
for SCD.
SCD. The
The aim
aim of
of this
this study
study is
is
to
to evaluate
evaluate the
the prevalence
prevalence of
of late
late potential
potential in
in SAECG
SAECG in
in a
a group
group
of
of disabled
disabled athletes
athletes and
and to
to examine
examine the
the potential
potential contributing
contributing
factors.
factors.
Methods:
Methods: Our
Our group
group consisted
consisted of
of 47
47 Paralympics,
Paralympics, mean
mean age
age
30.7 ±
± 9.5
9.5 years,
years, 17%
17% female,
female, mean
mean body
body mass
mass index
index 25.7
25.7 ±
± 7.2.
7.2.
30.7
Mean
Mean number
number of
of years
years spent
spent in
in elite
elite sport
sport was
was 7.6
7.6 ±
± 6
6 years.
years.
Thirteen subjects
subjects in
in our
our group
group were
were wheel
wheel chair
chair athletes
athletes
Thirteen
(Baseball
(Baseball and
and Tennis)
Tennis) with
with spinal
spinal cord
cord injuries,
injuries, 15
15 blind
blind athletes
athletes
engaged
engaged in
in Judo
Judo and
and Goal
Goal ball
ball and
and there
there were
were 19
19 Athletics
Athletics
players
players with
with various
various disabilities,
disabilities, mainly
mainly limb
limb amputation.
amputation. We
We
performed
performed a
a SAECG
SAECG and
and a
a detailed
detailed echocardiographic
echocardiographic exam.
exam.
Results:
Results: 13
13 athletes
athletes of
of the
the studied
studied group
group (28%)
(28%) had
had SAECG
SAECG
evidence
evidence of
of late
late potentials.
potentials. We
We compared
compared baseline
baseline demographic
demographic
and
and echocardiographic
echocardiographic characteristics
characteristics between
between the
the groups
groups with
with
and
and without
without late
late potentials
potentials –
– table
table 1.
1. Paralympics
Paralympics with
with positive
positive
late
late potentials
potentials had
had significantly
significantly higher
higher body
body surface
surface area
area (BSA),
(BSA),
larger
larger right
right ventricular
ventricular (RV)
(RV) basal
basal diameter
diameter compared
compared to
to the
the
control
group
with
a
borderline
statistical
significance,
and
control group with a borderline statistical significance, and all
all of
of
them
them were
were male.
male.

We made
made a
a separate
separate analysis
analysis of
of the
the male
male athletes
athletes and
and compared
compared
We
their demographic
demographic and
and echocardiographic
echocardiographic characteristics
characteristics with
with
their
regard
to
the
presence
(13
Paralympics)
or
absence
(26
athletes)
regard to the presence (13 Paralympics) or absence (26 athletes)
of SAECG
SAECG late
late potentials.
potentials. Those
Those with
with positive
positive late
late potentials
potentials had
had
of
again
larger
BSA
(2.1
±
0.3
vs
1.9
±
0.2
m^2,
p
=
0.045)
and
body
again larger BSA (2.1 ± 0.3 vs 1.9 ± 0.2 m^2, p = 0.045) and body
mass index
index –
– BMI
BMI (27.8
(27.8 ±
± 4.1
4.1 vs
vs 24.3
24.3 ±
± 5.1,
5.1, p
p=
= 0.05)
0.05) compared
compared
mass
to
the
control
group;
difference
in
RV
basal
diameter
lost it
it
to the control group; difference in RV basal diameter lost
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statistical significance and a new echocardiographic parameter
statistical
and a newdifferent
echocardiographic
parameter
turned outsignificance
to be significantly
between groups:
left
turned out(LV)
to be
significantly
different
betweenpositive
groups:
left
ventricular
mass
index was higher
in SAECG
group
ventricular to
(LV)
mass index
wasgroup
higher(88.4
in SAECG
compared
SAECG
negative
± 19.6positive
vs 75.1 group
± 13,
compared
p
= 0.044).to SAECG negative group (88.4 ± 19.6 vs 75.1 ± 13,
p = 0.044). We discovered a high prevalence of SAECG late
Conclusion:
Conclusion:
discovered
a highwith
prevalence
of SAECG late
potentials
in We
disabled
athletes
a demonstrable
sex
potentials Male
in disabled
athletes
a late
demonstrable
sex
difference.
Paralympics
with with
positive
potentials had
difference.
MaleLVParalympics
late potentials
had
larger
BSA and
mass index, with
whilepositive
RV dimension
was no more
larger BSA and
LV mass
while
RVgenders
dimension
wasanalyzed
no more
significantly
larger
in thisindex,
group
when
were
significantlyThe
larger
in this group
when of
genders
analyzed
separately.
prognostic
significance
the highwere
prevalence
of
separately.
prognostic
significance
of theathletes
high prevalence
of
SAECG
lateThe
potentials
in male
handicapped
remains to
SAECG
late potentials in male handicapped athletes remains to
be
elucidated.
be elucidated.
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Introduction. With the aim of following safety and efficacy of
Introduction.
Withrivaroxaban
the aim of in
following
safety thromboembolic
and efficacy of
dabigatran
and
preventing
dabigatran
and rivaroxaban
in preventing
thromboembolic
events in patients
with atrial fibrillation
(AF) in clinical
practice,
events
in patients
with atrial
fibrillation
(AF) in
practice,
we
have
been running
a patient
registry
at clinical
a high-volume
we
have been clinic
running
a patient
registry
at a high-volume
anticoagulation
in a tertiary
medical
centre.
anticoagulation
clinic in
tertiary
centre.
Methods.
We report
ofaour
initialmedical
experience
with the two non
Methods.
We report oral
of our
initial experience
with inthe
non
vitamin K antagonist
anticoagulants
(NOAC)
thetwo
period
vitamin
K antagonist
anticoagulants
(NOAC)
the period
from
February
2012 tooral
December
2013, focusing
onin
patients
who
from
February
2012 to December
2013,after
focusing
patients who
suffered
a thromboembolic
event
an on
interruption
or
suffered aof anticoagulation
thromboembolictreatment
event after
an interruption
cessation
with either
dabigatran or
cessation
of anticoagulation
with either dabigatran
or
rivaroxaban.
The incidencetreatment
of tromboembolic
events was
rivaroxaban.
Thenumber
incidence
of tromboembolic
events
was
calculated
as the
of events
per person-year,
their 95%
calculated as
the number
of events
person-year, their 95%
confidence
interval
based on
Poissonper
distribution.
confidence
on Poisson
Results.
A interval
total of based
866 patients
weredistribution.
started on NOAC, with a
Results.
of 866
were
started on
NOAC, with
a
mean
ageAoftotal
74 (SD
10) patients
years, and
an average
CHADS_2
score
mean
74 (SD
10) years,was
andtemporarly
an averageinterrupted
CHADS_2 score
of
2.1age
(SDof1.2).
Treatment
in 72
of 2.1 (SD
1.2). Treatment
was temporarly
interrupted
in 72
patients,
discontinued
or substituted
with warfarin
in 69 patients
patients,
or substituted
with
warfarin
in 69 patients
and
followdiscontinued
up was ended
due to death
or major
thromboembolic
and
was ended
dueaverage
to deathduration
or majorfollow
thromboembolic
eventfollow
in 20up
patients.
During
up of 9  4
event in we
20 patients.
average duration
follow 7
upofof these
94
months
observedDuring
13 thromboembolic
events,
months
observed
13 thromboembolic
events, (4
7 of
these
occurredwe
during
the interruption
due to bleeding
events),
occurred during
the procedure
interruption(1 due
to bleeding
events),
scheduled
invasive
event)
or other (4
reasons
(2
scheduled The
invasive
procedure
(1 event)
reasonswith
(2
events).
overall
incidence
rate orinother
patients
events). The overall
rate
patients
interruption/cessation
was incidence
21.5 (95% CI
10.0in
– 45.0)
eventswith
per
interruption/cessation
was
21.5 (95%
CI 10.0
– 45.0) events per
100
patient-years, while
in patients
without
interruption/cessation
100 rate
patient-years,
while in patients
interruption/cessation
the
of thromboembolic
eventswithout
was 1.0
(95% CI 0.4 – 2.1)
the rate
of thromboembolic
events
waswas
1.0 a(95%
CI 0.4
– 2.1)
per
100 patient-years,
p<0.001.
There
distinct
clustering
perthe
100thromboembolic
patient-years, p<0.001.
distinct of
clustering
of
events There
in thewas
firsta weeks
NOAC
of the thromboembolic
events occuring
in the first
weeks
of NOAC
discontinuation
with all events
within
5 weeks
after
discontinuation with all events occuring within 5 weeks after
discontinuation.
discontinuation.
Conclusion.
In patients with AF, an interruption/cessation of
Conclusion.
In patients
with with
AF, aansignificantly
interruption/cessation
of
NOAK
treatment
is associated
increased risk
NOAK
treatment is events
associated
a significantly
increased risk
of
thromboembolic
and with
the clustering
of thromboembolic
of thromboembolic
events
andafter
the clustering
of indicating
thromboembolic
events
during the initial
period
interruption,
a very
events during
the initial
period
interruption, indicating a very
vulnerable
period
shortly
after after
NOACdiscontinuation.
vulnerable period shortly after NOACdiscontinuation.
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ARRHYTHMIAS
DEVELOPMENT
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1
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Introduction.
Introduction. Development
Development of
of arrhythmias
arrhythmias is
is determined
determined by
by
structural
structural alterations
alterations of
of the
the heart,
heart, renin-angiotensin
renin-angiotensin system
system
activity
activity and
and genetic
genetic factors.
factors. The
The purpose
purpose of
of our
our study
study was
was to
to
evaluate
evaluate angiotensin
angiotensin 2
2 receptor
receptor type
type 1
1 (AT2P1)
(AT2P1) gene
gene
polymorphism
polymorphism effect
effect on
on development
development of
of arrhythmias
arrhythmias in
in
hypertensive
hypertensive patients.
patients.
Methods.
Methods. We
We examined
examined 125
125 patients
patients with
with arterial
arterial hypertension
hypertension
(AH)
by HF
HF I-II
I-II NYHA
(AH) 1-3
1-3 grade
grade complicated
complicated by
NYHA functional
functional class.
class.
The
The mean
mean age
age of
of patients
patients was
was 52.2
52.2 (6.8)
(6.8) years.
years. Patients
Patients with
with
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Introduction. Aldosterone plays a significant role in the
development of structural and functional changes, as well
in electrophysiological remodelling of the heart in hypertensive
patients. The purpose of our study was to evaluate effect of
aldosterone levels on development of electrophysiological
remodelling in hypertensive patients.
Methods. We examined 145 patients with hypertension 1-3
grade complicated by HF I-II NYHA functional class. The mean
age of the patients was 53.6 (6) years. Patients with acute
myocardial infarction in history, diabetes mellitus were excluded
from the study. In all patients ECG in 12 standard leads, Holter
ECG monitoring, EchoCG (ASE/EAE guidelines 2005) was
performed, as well plasma levels of aldosterone (levels equal to
40-310 ng/L were defined as low; levels >310 ng/L - high) were
evaluated. HF NYHA functional class was determined by using
the 6MWT. Ventricular extra systoles types were determined by
Lown B. classification. Mean ejection fraction was 65 (6)%.
The comparison of frequency of arrhythmias occurrence in
patients with different levels of aldosterone was performed by
Chi^2 test. Statistical significance was defined at the level of
methods for p<0,05.
Results. As it can be seen from table 1. the frequency of
occurrence of frequent supraventricular premature beats
(SVPB), paired/group SVPB and ventricular extra systoles 3-4
grade was statistical significant higher in patients with high levels
of aldosterone.
Conclusion. Thus, results of our study indicates the role of high
concentration of aldosterone in plasma (>310 ng/L) in
development of arrhythmias in hypertensive patients.
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Introduction: A majority of patients with an implantable
cardioverter-defibrillator
(ICD)
due
to
hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy (HCM) are men in cohorts selected from
specialized centers. The aim of this study is to evaluate gender
differences with respect to risk marker profile, appropriate or
inappropriate ICD therapy, surgical complications, and mortality
in a nationwide long-term follow-up of HCM.
Method: Observational longitudinal data of all adult HCM
patients registered in the Swedish ICD Registry between 1995
and November 2012 was validated with medical records and
extract from the Patient Register and Cause of Death Register
held by the National Board of Health and Welfare.
Results: Of a total of 321 analyzed patients (mean follow-up time
5.4 years), 70.1% were men. The mean age at implantation was
52.1 years and there was no difference with regards to gender.
Primary prevention indication among females was 75.0% (72/96)
and males 73.3% (165/225). Appropriate ICD therapy due to
ventricular arrhythmia occurred slightly more often among men
(26.2%) than in women (18.8%) calculated with Fisherʼs exact
test p=0.20 or Cox proportional univariable analysis, the hazard
ratio (HR) was 1.63 (95% confidence interval 0.96-2.76; p=0.07).
For all patients, secondary prevention indication was associated
with appropriate therapy (log rank test p=0.04). Inappropriate
ICD shock occurred in 12.4% of men and 18.8% of women
(Fisherʼs exact test p=0.16 and time dependent Cox log-rank test
p=0.263). A total of 92 patients had complications that required
surgical intervention (women 37.5% vs men 24.8%) with Fisherʼs
exact test p=0.03 and Cox log-rank test p=0.08. Death occurred
in 45 patients and was not gender dependent (hazard ratio 1.00).
Differences in distribution of risk markers at baseline before
implantation between women and men in primary prevention
were calculated with Fisherʼs exact test as follows: syncope
(p=0.55), non-sustained ventricular tachycardia (p=0.39),
maximal wall thickness (p=0.32), exercise blood pressure
response (p=0.78), ejection fraction <35% (p=0.21), and family
history of sudden cardiac death (p=0.02; significantly more
common among females).
Conclusion A larger proportion of ICD patients with hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy were men than women but both genders have
similar age, risk of death and proportion of secondary prevention
and distribution risk markers in primary prevention. There was a
tendency to more appropriate ICD therapy among men, and
more complications requiring surgery among women, and a
tendency of increased risk of inappropriate shocks in women.
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Anesthesiology, University Hospital Zurich
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Introduction: In critically ill patients atrial fibrillation (AF) can
cause hypotension and heart failure with subsequent circulatory
shock and organ dysfunction and is associated with increased
morbidity and mortality. Current guidelines recommend rapidly
restoring of sinus rhythm by synchronized electrical
cardioversion (ECV) in patients with hemodynamic instability.
However, data about conversion rates in critically ill patients
undergoing urgent ECV are scarce. The aims of our study were
to assess the immediate success of ECV and the stability of sinus
rhythm in responders during the subsequent 24 hours.
Methods: The retrospective study was performed in the cardiosurgical ICU at the University Hospital Zurich, Switzerland.
Consecutive patients with new-onset AF (less than 7 days of
duration) treated by ECV were included from September 2013 to
September 2014. Patients fulfilling history of permanent AF or
other forms of supraventricular tachycardia were excluded from
the analysis. All applied shocks were of biphasic waveform and
performed using an external defibrillator. Physicians were
encouraged to use antero-posterior electrode positioning and
higher initial energies. After ECV, the immediate success was
assessed: responders were defined as patients with a
conversion into sinus rhythm for at least 30 seconds after one or
more attempts during one ECV session. In addition, stability of
sinus rhythm during the 24 hours following ECV was investigated
and the presence of sinus rhythm at ICU discharge was
documented.
Results: A total of 72 patients were included. Thirty-seven
patients had one cardioversion session, the remaining up to 6
sessions during their ICU-stay for a total of 144 cardioversion
sessions. During those sessions, 209 shocks were delivered.
85% of delivered shocks used maximal energy (200 J). Electrical
cardioversion restored sinus rhythm in 102 (71%) sessions
(Figure 1). No significant differences between the groups of
responders and non-responders could be found. Pre-treatment
with amiodarone didn’t increase the immediate success rates.
During the 24 hours follow up, the stability of sinus rhythm was
poor: after 1 and 24 hours sinus rhythm was documented in only
43% and 23% of patients respectively (Figure 2). No significant
differences in ICU mortality and ICU length of stay were observed
between the groups of immediate responders and nonresponders. At ICU discharge, only 18 (25%) patients were still
in AF.
Conclusion: In this study including 209 ECV from 144
cardioversion sessions in 72 patients, immediate success rate of
ECV was 71% and therefore considerably lower than reported in
the outpatient setting. In initial responders, early relapse of AF
was very common, so that only 23% of the patients were still in
sinus rhythm after 24 hours. However, repeated efforts and
spontaneous conversion resulted in an AF rate at ICU discharge
of 25%. Novel therapeutic strategies to improve the conversion
of AF and to stabilize sinus rhythm are urgently needed.
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Figure 2: Prevalence of sinus rhythm after electrical
cardioversion

Introduction: Left ventricular (LV) rotation plays an important
role in LV contraction and relaxation. Left bundle branch block
(LBBB) deteriorates both diastolic and systolic LV functions and
associated with an increased risk of cardiovascular morbidity and
mortality. We investigate LV torsion in patients with LBBB and
preserved ejection fraction (EF).
Methods: LV apical, basal rotation and consequent torsion were
evaluated by speckle tracking echocardiography, in 34 LBBB
patients, without ischemic or valvular disease, with EF>50% and
in 36 healthy participants. LV dyssynchrony was evaluated by
septal to posterior wall motion delay ( SPMWD) on M-mode
images.
Results: Age and sex distribution were similar. Mean QRS
duration in LBBB and controls are 143.34 + 25.22 vs 88.11 + 8.89
ms, (p<0.001) respectively. LBBB have decreased EF than
controls (58,87±7,1% vs 65,77±7,11% , p<0,001). SPMWD was
increased in LBBB patients (71,69 ± 25,99 vs 22,08 ± 12,77,
p<0,001). E/E1 ratio was higher in LBBB than controls (9.9 +3.3
vs 7.7 + 2.2). There was a significant decrease in apical rotation
(2.5 +1.9° vs 4.4+ 2.9°; p=0.002), basal rotation (-2.9 +2.3° vs 4.1 + 2.7°; p=0.05) and LV torsion in LBBB than control(5.4 +3.0°
vs 8.6+3.3°; p<0.001). Torsion wasn’t correlate with EF, E/E',
but negatively correlated with SPMWD (r= -0,448; p<0,001) and
QRS duration (r= -0,534; p<0,001). (table)
Conclusion: This is the first study demonstrated that LV torsion
was decreased in patients with LBBB and preserved EF. LV
torsion wasn't related to EF, LV filling pressure, but associated
with LV dyssynchrony and QRS duration.
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Figure 1a: Apical rotation in LBBB patient
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Introduction: Left bundle branch block (LBBB) is considered an
unfavorable prognostic marker in patients with underlying heart
disease. Testing for coronary artery disease (CAD) is often
prompted by incidental LBBB finding, but published studies
.disagree about a significant association between LBBB and
CAD. We therefore assessed the association of LBBB with
previously unknown CAD in patients undergoing coronary CT
angiography (CCTA).
Methods: We enrolled 818 patients (mean age 57.2±11.1 years,
106 LBBB patients and 712 controls) without known CAD,
cardiomyopathy, severe valvular disease or congenital heart
disease who underwent 64-slice CCTA at our institution. Image
quality was assessed on a 4-point scale for each coronary
segment. Comparison of CAD prevalence (defined as >50%
coronary stenosis) was performed using triple case-matching for
pre-test probability (based on age, gender and typicality of
symptoms) in 101 LBBB patients and 303 matched controls.
Results: There was no difference in obstructive CAD prevalence
between LBBB patients (n=101) and matched controls (n=303)
(15% versus 16%, p=0.88). Similarly, no significant differences
were found in the number of cardiovascular risk factors (CVRF),
stenosis severity, CAD extent, non-obstructive disease and
vessel-based analysis between both groups. Image quality was
very high in LBBB patients and comparable to controls. On
multivariate analysis, age, gender, typical angina and CVRF, but
not LBBB (p=0.94), emerged as significant and independent
predictors of obstructive CAD.
Conclusion: CAD prevalence is similar in LBBB patients at lowto-moderate pretest probability compared to controls matched for
age, gender, symptom typicality and cardiovascular risk factors.
CCTA is a useful imaging modality in LBBB patients providing
comparable image quality to non-LBBB controls.
Figure 1: Patient-based diagnosis based on maximal stenosis in
LBBB patients and controls matched by pre-test probability

Figure 1b: Basal rotation in LBBB patient
Figure 1b: Basal rotation in LBBB patient
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114ms, p=0.04). Six patients with repolarization abnormalities
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University Hospital Zurich, University Heart Center, Zurich,
Switzerland
Background: Arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy
(ARVC/D) is considered a progressive cardiomyopathy.
However, data on the clinical features of disease progression are
limited. The aim of this study was to assess 12-lead surface
electrocardiographic (ECG) changes during long-term follow-up,
and to compare these findings with echocardiographic data in our
large cohort of patients with ARVC/D.
Methods: Baseline and follow-up ECGs of 111 patients from
three tertiary care centers were systematically analyzed with
digital calipers by two blinded observers, and correlated with
findings from transthoracic echocardiography.
Results: The median follow-up was 1476 days (IQR 697–3354).
ECG progression was significant for epsilon waves (baseline
14% vs. follow-up 31%, p=0.01) and QRS duration (111ms vs.
114ms, p=0.04). Six patients with repolarization abnormalities
according to the 2010 Task Force Criteria at baseline did not
display these criteria at follow-up, whereas in all patients with
epsilon waves at baseline these depolarization abnormalities
also remained at follow-up. T wave inversions in inferior leads
were common (36% of patients at baseline), and were
significantly associated with major repolarization abnormalities
(p=0.02), extensive echocardiographic right ventricular
involvement (p=0.04), T wave inversions in lateral precordial
leads (p=0.05), and definite ARVC/D (p=0.05).
Conclusions: Our data supports the concept that ARVC/D is
generally progressive, which can be detected by 12-lead surface
ECG. Repolarization abnormalities may disappear during the
course of the disease. Furthermore, the presence of T wave
inversions in inferior leads is common in ARVC/D.
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in RV myocardial tissue obtained by septal endomyocardial
biopsy, transplantation or autopsy. We screened 29 tight junction
molecules, 6 adherens junction molecules, 7 desmosomal
molecules, 5 connexins and 17 molecules associated with the
junctional signal transduction network. Next, 4 apoptotic
molecules, 6 adipogenic molecules, 5 ion channel molecules,
.and 7 other molecules that are functionally linked with the
intercalated disc were included. We compared The averaged
expression of all candidate mRNAs between ARVC/D samples,
DCM samples and control samples (n=6 each) were compared.
age,
gender,
symptomtotypicality
and cardiovascular
Results:
Compared
DCM and
control tissue,risk
wefactors.
found
CCTA is a useful
imagingmRNA
modality
in LBBB
patients
providing
significantly
increased
levels
of the
desmosomal
comparabledesmoglein-2,
image quality toplakophilin-2,
non-LBBB controls.
molecules
of the pro-apoptotic
molecule TP53, of the pro-adipogenic molecules carnitineFigure 1: Patient-based diagnosis
based
on maximal
stenosis in
in
palmitoyltransferase-1beta
(CPT1B)
and
phospholamban
LBBB patients and controls matched by pre-test probability
ARVC/D tissue. We performed immunohistochemical staining to
investigate protein expression of significantly upregulated mRNA
in myocardial samples. ARVC/D samples of the RV (n=5), DCM
samples (n=4) and control samples (n=4) were compared.
Immunohistochemistry revealed no difference in protein
expression or localization of plakophillin-2 between ARVC/D,
DCM and controls. Desmoglein-2 expression was lower in DCM
tissue compared to ARVC/D tissue. In line with mRNA findings,
TP53, CPT1B and phospholamban protein expression was
increased in ARVC/D samples compared to controls and DCM.
However, no difference in the localization of these proteins was
observed by immunohistochemistry.
Conclusions: Changes in the expression profiles of apoptotic
and adipogenic molecules suggest that these cellular pathways
may play a critical role in pathogenic mechanisms involved in
ARVC/D. Whether these novel findings can be considered as
specific markers for ARVC/D needs further investigation.
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Background:
Arrhythmogenic
right
ventricular
cardiomyopathy/dysplasia (ARVC/D) is a mainly autosomaldominant myocardial disease characterized by fibro-fatty
replacement of the right ventricle (RV) leading to ventricular
arrhythmias. Mutations in desmosomal proteins can be identified
in 50% of these patients, but pathogenic mechanisms in the
remaining patients are not well understood.
Aim: Expression of molecules involved in apoptosis,
adipogenesis, ion channeling, and cellular junctions was
investigated in myocardial tissue from patients with ARVC/D, and
correlated with myocardial tissue from patients with dilated
cardiomyopathy (DCM) and RV controls without cardiac
pathology.
Methods: mRNA levels of junctional molecules were measured
in RV myocardial tissue obtained by septal endomyocardial
biopsy, transplantation or autopsy. We screened 29 tight junction
molecules, 6 adherens junction molecules, 7 desmosomal
molecules, 5 connexins and 17 molecules associated with the
junctional signal transduction network. Next, 4 apoptotic
molecules, 6 adipogenic molecules, 5 ion channel molecules,
and 7 other molecules that are functionally linked with the
intercalated disc were included. We compared The averaged
expression of all candidate mRNAs between ARVC/D samples,
DCM samples and control samples (n=6 each) were compared.
Results: Compared to DCM and control tissue, we found
significantly increased mRNA levels of the desmosomal
molecules desmoglein-2, plakophilin-2, of the pro-apoptotic
molecule TP53, of the pro-adipogenic molecules carnitinepalmitoyltransferase-1beta (CPT1B) and phospholamban in
ARVC/D tissue. We performed immunohistochemical staining to
investigate protein expression of significantly upregulated mRNA
in myocardial samples. ARVC/D samples of the RV (n=5), DCM
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AGE- RELATED
TORSION

CHANGES

IN

LEFT

VENTRIKULER

Sabiye YILMAZ, Harun KILIÇ, Hüseyin GÜNDÜZ,
Saadet DEMIRTAŞ, Mehmet B. VATAN, Mehmet Akif ÇAKAR,
Efe ERDEM, Mustafa T. PABUCCU, Murat AKSOY,
Mustafa G. VURAL, Ramazan AKDEMİR
Department of Cardiology Sakarya University Faculty of
Medicine, 54100, Sakarya, Turkey
Background: Left ventricular (LV) rotation and torsion plays an
important role in LV contraction and relaxation. LV systolic
function is usually preserved with aging but LV diastolic function
usually is deteriorates and is associated with deterioration in
functional capacity. The aim of this study was to establish
reference value of LV torsion and to examine effect of aging on
LV torsion by using 2-D speckle tracking echocardiography in
healthy young and older volunteer.
Methods: Basal and apical 2D left ventricular short-axis images
were acquired. Using commercially available software LV
rotation was obtained at each plane by 2-D speckle tracking
analysis. LW torsion was defined as apical rotation relative to
base. To examine the effect of aging on LV twist 75 healthy
participants were recruited whose divided into two group
according to age; young< 40 years older >40. Exclusive criteria
included history of ischemic or valvular disease, arrhythmia,
pacemaker rhythmic, global or regional wall motion anomaly.
Results: Clinical and echocardiographic characteristics of the
patients were as shown in table1. EF were similar in two groups
(P=0,041). In left ventricular filling pressure; peak A wave
velocity (70,6+ 13,7 vs 57,7 + 10,6, p<0,001), E/E1 ratio (7,7 ±
2,23 vs 6,09 ± 1,3, p<0,001) was higher whereas peak E wave
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Table 1: Clinical characteristics and echocardiography
Table
1: Clinical
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parameters in study groups
Figure 1b: Apical rotation in young patient
Figure 1b: Apical rotation in young patient
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LVEF: left ventricular ejection fraction; E: early mitral
LVEF:
left ventricular
fraction;
E: early velocity;
mitral
inflowvelocity;
E’: earlyejection
diastolic
mitral annular
inflowvelocity; E’: early diastolic mitral annular velocity;

Table 2: Change in rotation and torsion with diastolic disfunction
Table 2: Change in rotation and torsion with diastolic disfunction

LVDD: left ventricular diastolic disfunction
LVDD: left ventricular diastolic disfunction

Figure 1a: Basal rotation in young patient
Figure 1a: Basal rotation in young patient
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POST-ISCHEMIC SILENCING OF P66SHC REDUCES
ISCHEMIA/REPERFUSION BRAIN INJURY AND ITS
EXPRESSION CORRELATES TO CLINICAL OUTCOME IN
STROKE

Conclusion: The comorbidities of patients with pulmonary
embolism were significantly increased in older age groups. In
the group of 20-39 years, the comorbidities were very
Conclusion:
comorbidities
of patients
with pulmonary
infrequent. ButThe
in these
young patients,
the diagnosis
of
embolism
significantly
in older
age groups.
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embolism
can beincreased
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another
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the
group
of
20-39
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the
comorbidities
were
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of patient with pulmonary embolism is present simultaneously.
infrequent. But in these young patients, the diagnosis of
pulmonary embolism can be missed when another comorbidity
of patient with pulmonary embolism is present simultaneously.
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Background: Constitutive genetic deletion of the adaptor protein
p66Shc was shown to protect from ischemia/reperfusion injury.
However, the molecular mechanisms underlying this effect in
stroke are poorly understood and its clinical relevance is
unknown.
Methods and Results: Ischemia/reperfusion brain injury was
induced by performing a transient middle cerebral artery
occlusion surgery on wild-type mice. After the ischemic episode
and upon reperfusion small interfering RNA targeting p66Shc
was injected intravenously. We observed that post-ischemic
p66Shc knockdown preserved blood-brain barrier integrity that
resulted in improved stroke outcome, as identified by smaller
lesion volumes, decreased neurological deficit, and increased
survival. Experiments on primary human brain microvascular
endothelial cells demonstrated that silencing of the adaptor
protein p66Shc preserves claudin-5 protein levels during
hypoxia/reoxygenation by reducing nicotinamide adenine
dinucleotide phosphate oxidase activity and reactive oxygen
species production. Further, we found that in peripheral blood
monocytes of acute ischemic stroke patients p66Shc gene
expression is transiently increased and that this increase
correlates with short-term neurological outcome.
Conclusions: Post-ischemic silencing of p66Shc directly upon
reperfusion improves stroke outcome in mice while the
expression of p66Shc gene correlates with short-term outcome
in patients with ischemic stroke.
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ENDOTHELIAL LOX-1 PROTECTS AGAINST ARTERIAL
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Background: The lectin-like oxLDL receptor-1 (LOX-1)
promotes the endothelial uptake of oxidized low-density
lipoprotein (oxLDL). However, LOX-1 is involved in several other
biological processes and its role in arterial thrombus formation
remains unknown. The present study was designed to
investigate whether LOX-1 activation plays a role in thrombus
formation in vivo.
Methods: Endothelial-specific LOX-1 transgenic mice were
generated using the Tie2 promoter (LOX-1TG). Arterial thrombus
formation was assessed using an in vivo photochemical injury
model.
Results: While plasma levels of oxLDL were comparable, carotid
tissue oxLDL content was markedly increased in LOX-1TG as
compared to wild type (WT). Time to arterial occlusion was
prolonged in LOX-1TG as compared to WT (Fig. 1). In line with
this, tissue factor (TF) expression and activity were reduced by
about 50% in the carotid arteries of LOX-1TG mice (Fig. 1). This
effect was mediated by the activation of the transcription factor
Oct-1 leading to upregulation of mammalian deacetylase SIRT1
via binding to its promoter and subsequent inhibition of NF-κB
signaling as demonstrated by siRNA experiments. This was
further confirmed in LOX-1TG endothelial cells (EC) where
expression of Oct-1 and SIRT1 was increased upon exposure to
oxLDL. Increased expression of SIRT1 was further associated
with decreased DNA-binding of RelA/p65 subunit of NF-κB.
Conclusions: LOX-1 activates a novel compensatory pathway
which protects against arterial thrombus formation in vivo. These
unexpected findings suggest that Oct-1/SIRT1 signaling may
represent a novel target for the prevention of arterial thrombus
formation in the setting of hyperlipidemia and atherosclerosis
(Fig. 2).

Figure 1. Endothelial-specific overexpression of LOX-1
prolongs arterial thrombosis after vascular injury. A, Blood
flow recordings of WT and LOX-1TG mouse during in vivo
photochemical injury. Laser injury was initiated at time point 0
min. Occlusion was defined as blood flow below 0.1 ml/min for at
least 1 min. B, Time to thrombotic occlusion after initiation of
carotid artery photochemical injury in vivo (n=10 in each group).
Data are presented as mean ± SEM. *P<0.05 vs control wild type
(WT) mice. C, Total surface activity of tissue factor (TF) after
thrombus formation. Data are presented as mean ± SEM.
*P<0.05 vs control wild type (WT) mice.

Figure 2. Schematic overview of LOX-1 signaling in arterial
thrombus formation. In contrast to atherosclerosis, where
OxLDL induces LOX-1 expression resulting in an increased ROS
production and activation of MAPK (left shadowed part of the
scheme), endothelial-specific LOX-1 overexpression in the
absence of oxLDL modulates expression of deacetylase SIRT1
through activation of transcription factor Oct-1. This
subsequently inhibits expression of NFκB which leads to a
repression of tissue factor expression and as a consequence to
the delayed thrombus formation.
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P66SHC ADAPTOR PROTEIN PROTECTS FROM SHORTTERM
ISCHEMIC
MYOCARDIAL
INJURY
VIA
INTRACELLULAR SALVAGE PATHWAYS

Conclusions: Our data suggest that genetic deletion of p66Shc
leads to an increased sensitivity to myocardial infarction with
larger infarcts with shorter, but not prolonged ischemia, and that
prosurvival pathways are involved. Therefore, activation of p66Shc
may provide resistance to ischemia and represent a novel
therapeutic target in the early phase of myocardial infarction.
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Background: Formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS)
contributes to many pathophysiological processes. Although
ROS production is also involved in some physiological
processes, the imbalance between their generation and removal,
i.e. oxidative stress, plays a major role in myocardial injury
caused by ischemia/reperfusion (I/R). The mammalian Shc locus
encodes three Shc isoforms: p46Shc, p52Shc and p66Shc. The
p66Shc is not involved in mitogenic signals as p46Shc/p52Shc, but it
functions as a critical mediator of intracellular oxidative signal
transduction. Various studies relate p66Shc to cardiovascular
disease; however, few data are available on the role of p66Shc in
myocardial I/R.
Methods: 8-12-week-old male p66Shc deficient (p66Shc-/-) mice
and corresponding C57Bl/6 wild-type (WT) control mice were
subjected in vivo to different durations of ischemia (30, 45 and
60 min) followed by 24h of R. Infarct size was assessed
morphologically.
Results: After 30 min of ischemia, p66Shc-/- mice developed
markedly larger infarcts as compared to WT (Fig. 1). This effect
was confirmed by in vivo silencing of p66Shc prior to I/R. Both
genetic deletion and silencing of p66Shc displayed increased postischemic levels of serum cardiac troponin I. However, the
observed effect on infarct size was limited to 30 min of ischemia
since by increasing ischemia duration to either 45 or 60 min
infarct size did no longer differ between p66Shc-/- and WT mice
(Fig. 1). Moreover, differently from WT, infarct size in p66Shc-/was not significantly larger with increasing duration of ischemia
(from 30 to 60 min). On the molecular level the observed effect
was linked to the inhibition of phosphorylation of protein kinase
Akt and transcription factor STAT3 – two key members of
prosurvival pathways RISK and SAFE, respectively. Inhibition of
STAT3 activation further led to mitochondrial swelling and
cellular apoptosis in cardiac tissue of p66Shc-/- mice (Fig. 2).

Figure 1. Genetic deletion of p66Shc promotes infarct size
after short-term ischemia in vivo. A-B. 30 min of ischemia
followed by 24h of reperfusion. A. Quantification of area at risk
(AAR) per ventricle area (V). B. Quantification of infarct size (I)
per V. Right panel: Representative images of 2-3-5-triphenyl
tetrazolium chloride-stained (TTC) middle heart sections of
control wild type (WT) and p66-/- mice. C-D. 45 min of ischemia
followed by 24h of reperfusion. C. Quantification of AAR per V.
D. Quantification of I per V. Right panel: Representative images
of TTC-stained middle heart sections of WT and p66-/-. E-F. 60
min of ischemia followed by 24h of reperfusion. E. Quantification
of area at risk (AAR) per ventricle area (V). F. Quantification of I
per V. Right panel: Representative images of TTC-stained
middle heart sections of WT and p66-/-. G-I. Serum cardiac
troponin I (cTnI) levels of WT or p66-/- after 30 (G), 45 (H) or 60
(I) min of ischemia followed by 24h of reperfusion. Data are
mean±SEM; n=10-14 per genotype. *P<0.05 vs WT.
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Figure 2. Genetic deletion of p66Shc is associated with postinfarction mitochondrial dysfunction and increased
apoptosis in infarcted hearts. A. Light absorbance at 520 nm
in WT and p66-/- infarcted hearts (30 min ischemia and 24h
reperfusion) at 15 and 20 min of calcium overload (150 μM of
CaCl2). Values are shown as percentage of average absorbance
of WT extracts in the absence of calcium (n=4/group). B.
Caspase-3 activity in infarcted heart extracts in WT and p66-/-,
submitted to 30 min ischemia and 5 and 15 min of reperfusion
(n=4/group). C. Quantification of Tunel-positive areas in frozen
sections of infarcted hearts from WT or p66-/- submitted to 30 min
of ischemia followed by 24h of reperfusion. (n=5-8/group). Right
panel: Representative images of Tunel staining are shown. D.
Quantification of Tunel-positive areas in frozen sections of
infarcted hearts from WT treated with scrambled (scr siRNA) or
p66Shc siRNA and submitted at 30 min of ischemia followed by
24h of reperfusion. (n=4-6/group). Right panel: Representative
images of Tunel stainings are shown. Data are mean±SEM.
*P<0.05 vs. WT.
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Background: Anti-platelet drugs targeting the ADP-receptor
P2Y12 have shown different beneficial effects in clinical trials;
particularly, ticagrelor has been reported to reduce mortality in
ACS patients compared to clopidogrel. However, P2Y12
receptors are not only found on platelets but also on other cell
types; therefore, some of the beneficial effects may be mediated
in a platelet- or even P2Y12 receptor-independent manner.
Methods: To investigate potential endothelium dependent
effects of P2Y12 antagonists, primary human aortic- (HAECs),
brain microvascular- (HBMVECs) and cardiac microvascularendothelial cells (HCMVECs) were stimulated with TNFa
(10 ng/ml) and treated with increasing concentrations of
clopidogrel-active metabolite (CAM) (1.5 x 10-8M – 1.5 x 10-6M),
which binds to the P2Y12 receptor after CYP 450 activation or
ticagrelor (10-7M – 10-5M). Effects of anti-platelet drugs on
endothelial activation was determined by expression of procoagulant tissue factor (TF) and its counter-player TF pathway
inhibitor (TFPI), expression and activity of eNOS, expression of
COX-1, COX-2 and the adhesion molecules VCAM-1 and
ICAM-1 by western blotting. Additionally, underlying signal
transduction pathways were assessed. The expression of P2Y12
receptors was investigated by qrt-PCR and possible role for
adenosine receptor activation were examined using A1, A2a,
A2b and A3 receptor antagonists.
Results: Ticagrelor, unlike CAM showed anti-coagulant
properties by reducing TF expression in a concentrationdependent manner in HAECs and HBMVECs but not HCMVECs.
The observed effect was mediated via PI3 and p70S6 kinase.
Further, activation of eNOS by phosphorylation (Ser1177) was
increased by ticagrelor via PI3 kinase in HAECs but not in
microvascular endothelial cells, whereas total eNOS levels were
not altered. CAM treatment did not affect eNOS activation in
either cell type. Ticagrelor compared to CAM decreased
VCAM-1 expression and augmented COX-2 protein levels via the
MAP Kinase p38 at the highest concentration tested (10-5 M).
No effect was observed on COX-1 and ICAM-1 protein levels.
Surprisingly, P2Y12 receptor mRNA was not detected in
endothelial cells. Furthermore, pre-incubation of cells using
specific adenosine receptor antagonists did not alter the effects
of ticagrelor.
Conclusions: Ticagrelor, unlike CAM displays 1) an anticoagulant and anti-inflammatory profile and 2) enhances
activation of eNOS. The effects were observed to be cell-specific
and appeared to be mediated independently of P2Y12 or
adenosine receptors. These findings may have additional
implications for ticagrelor in cardiovascular disease.
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TREATMENT OF ACUTE CORONARY SYNDROMES IN
MULTI-VESSEL CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE PATIENTS
Pavel Jebavy
Kardiologie na Bulovce s.r.o., Praha, Czech Republic
Introduction: Primary coronary intervention (PCI) is the prefered
method for treatment of acute coronary syndromes (ACS) in the
Czech Republic long since.
Aim of the study: Over 50% of patients with ACS suffer multivessel coronary artery disease (MVD), as reported in the
literature. To analyze the experience of a single private center
how to treat those patients, also from historical point of view?
Patients studied: 5332 patients in time from 1998 to 2013 with
suspected ACS were analyzed. According coronary angiografy
(CAG) we determined 4232 patients to PCI treatment. Age: 64,3
(26-91) years, male prefered 72%. Culprit coronary artery were
closed in 62%, or tight stenosis in 38% patiens. Stents were used
until 2002: in 92% and later: in 98% patients. 3862 patients with
culprit lesions suitable for primary PCI are subjects of present
study. MVD were presend in 39% of patients: Stenosis exceed
60% of diameter in one or two non-culprit wessel and/or left main
disease.
Strategy of treatment: After primary interventional treatment of
single or MVD, patients were treated with standard dual
antiaggregation, statins, beta-blockers and ACI . Patients with
MVD were determined to repeated CAG after 2 months and
determined to PCI or surgical therapy. All culprit lesions suitable
for PCI, with some rare exceptions, were treated by intervention,
regardless of angina, as the “anatomical” indication. Lesions
unsuitable for PCI and/or repeated restenosis, were treated
surgically. Acute multi-vessel PCI were never been used, with
some rare exceptions (unclear culprit coronary artery).
Results: Technical success – 95,3%. Failure of PCI in 4,7% of
patients: guide wire - 79%, balloon doesn´t pass - 21%, no
difference in MVD. In-hospital mortality -3,85%. 30 days mortality
(5,6% - 2%) and mortality after discharge (2% - 0,2%) is higher
in MVD. Need of surgery (8,4% - 6,1%) is slightly higher in MVD
as well. 60% of patients with MVD were treated with repeated
PCI only, 17% of patients were treated surgicaly after PCI, 16%
of patients were treated surgicaly without PCI and 7% of patients
were N/A after “first” PCI.
Conclusions: MVD were treated preferentially by way of PCI,
but approach were sometimes individualized. In lack of the
guidelines of treatment of MVD we have considered according
to: 1) Patients preference, 2) Institution preference according to
growing clinical experience, 3) Age of patients, 4) and later by
presence of diabetes. MVD and LM have a worse prognosis
(mortality and need of surgery) as a SVD. PCI treatment were
much more frequent as surgical approach.
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IMPROVED RISK STRATIFICATION OF PATIENTS WITH
ACUTE CORONARY SYNDROME REFERRED FOR
INVASIVE MANAGEMENT WITH SYNTAX SCORE II BEYOND
ANATOMICAL SYNTAX AND GRACE SCORE
±
±
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Introduction: The novel Syntax score II (SSII) is a combination
of the anatomical SYNTAX score (SS) with prognostic clinical
variables shown to predict mortality in the SYNTAX trial. When
compared to previous SS, it appears to better guide the decision
for percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) or coronary artery
bypass (CABG) in patients with stable coronary artery disease
(CAD) and unprotected left main (LM) and multi-vessel disease
(MVD).
Methods: The SYNTAX score II and the anatomical SYNTAX
score (SS) were determined in 500 consecutive ACS patients
enrolled in the prospective Special Program University Medicine
(SPUM-ACS) cohort. Patients were stratified according to tertiles
of SSII (SSII Low <=22 (n=178), SSII Mid 23-32 (n=166), and SSII
High >32 (n=156). The primary outcome of all-cause mortality and
secondary outcomes of MACCE (death, cerebrovascular
accident, total revascularization, and myocardial infarction (MI),
and MACE (cardiac death, any clinically indicated
revascularization and MI) were determined at 1 year follow up.
Results: At 1-year follow-up all-cause mortality, MACCE, and
MACE were all significantly (p<0.001) more frequent among
patients in SSII High. There was also a significantly lower overall
survival in the highest tertile of the SSII (100%, 98.8% and 89%
for SSII Low , SSII Mid and SSII High, respectively; p (log-rank)
<0.001). SSII provided incremental predictive value for risk
stratification of ACS patients for all-cause mortality when
compared to SS and GRACE score (AUC 0.804, 95% CI 0.7080.899, p<0.001 vs. 0.674, 95% CI 0.551-0.792, p=0.007 vs.
0.700, 95% CI 0.568-0.833, p=0.014) respectively. In multivariate
analysis, SSII was an independent predictor of all-cause
mortality, (HR=1.1 95% CI [1.06-1.15], p<0.001) MACCE
(HR=1.06 95% CI [1.03-1.08], p<0.001), and MACE (HR=1.05
95% CI [1.02 -1.08], p<0.001). Patients in SSII High had a 10-fold
higher risk for all-cause mortality (HR 10.53 95% CI [2.4-46],
p=0.002).
Conclusion: We here first time show that the SS II is an
independent predictor of all-cause mortality, MACCE and MACE
at 1 year also in patients presenting with ACS undergoing
primary PCI. It shows superior discrimination and better risk
stratification in comparison to SS and GRACE score for all-cause
mortality and MACCE.
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b Division of Insurance Medicine, Department of Clinical
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Introduction: Regional differences in health care may reflect
socioeconomic causes, referral pattern or varying indication of
clinical management. The aim of this study was to analyze the
preferred method to treat obstructive coronary artery disease in
Swedish counties.
Method: We included all patients in Sweden who during 2001
through 2011 had a first coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG)
(n=47,630) or percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI)
(n=143,556). Information of patient characteristics and type of
intervention were retrieved from the national SWEDEHEART
database. County of residence at the time of the cardiac
revascularization and survival up to April 2014 were obtained
from Statistics Sweden.
Results: PCI was the dominating treatment compared to CABG.
The proportion CABG of all cardiac revascularizations varied
between several years from about 10% up to 40% among
different counties and there was a continuous decline in the
proportion of GABG during the 11 years. Recurrent symptoms
with treatment for acute myocardial infarction and repeat
interventions were analyzed. Early and late survival for the two
treatments in relation to gender, age and factors such as
diabetes mellitus, EuroSCORE variables and presence of left
main stem stenosis will be presented.
Conclusion: Register data show marked regional differences in
mode of treatment of obstructive coronary artery disease. The
differences between counties were consistent during the studied
period, reflecting different opinions regarding optimal patient care
in these patients.
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ON CHANGED SENSITIVITY AND SPECIFICITY OF
DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES FOR PATIENTS WITH
ISCHEMIC HEART DISEASE
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M.D. Viktor N. STARIKOV*, M.D. Vladimir S. KUZMENKO*,
Igor I. PATLAY**
*- Federal State Agency «1409 Naval hospital of the Baltic Sea
fleet», Kaliningrad, Russia
**- Federal Center of Cardiovascular Surgery, Kaliningrad,
Russia
Introduction: Currently, when performing diagnostic testing for
patients with ischemic heart disease and at the subsequent
assessment of the data obtained, arise such situations when the
diagnostic value of the techniques described in the 70-80s of the
20th century does not correspond to the declared values, and at
first glance it seems too optimistic. In order to clarify this
phenomenon there was an attempt to evaluate the sensitivity and
specificity of the submaximal cycle ergometer test and 24h
examination Holter electrocardiogram at the present stage of
medical knowledge development, possibly specifying the factors
affecting their significance.
Method: The study included 175 patients (age 61.2+8.6 years),
who passed coronary angiography during the next month.
Average stenotic values of arteries were as follows: for the left
coronary artery (LCA) - 31.3+32.3%; right coronary artery (RCA)
- 63,6+35%; circumflex artery (CfA) - 38.1+37.5%; diagonal
branch (DB) - 15.6+28.3%; posterior interventricular branch
(PIB) - 23.8+36.4; anterior interventricular artery (AIA)50.8+33.8%); achieved during ambulatory ECG monitoring heart
rate - 100+8.8 beats per min (58.4+5.6% of the maximum heart
rate of age) without reaching submaximal values (75-80%) of the
majority of persons surveyed; ST-segment depression greater
than 1 mm was recorded in 31.3% of cases, whereas the real
frequency of significant destruction of at least one coronary artery
(>50%) was 81.3%.
Results: As a result of examination, it was found that the actual
sensitivity of the cycle ergometer test is at 40.7% level, specificity
is - 76.5%, whereas for a Holter ECG monitoring it is 38% and
100%, respectively (at stenosis of any coronary arteries for more
than 50%), which is slightly lower than the values previously
described. For load-testing techniques correlation magnitude of
ST segment depression on the lesion nature of the coronary
arteries (at stenosis of any of the arteries for more than 50%) was
average (r = 0,429; p <0,01). For Holter ECG Methods monitoring
correlation sample results was set at mild to moderate level (for
DB), but not significant for all of the coronary arteries (p> 0,05)
(r = 0,367 for RCA, r = 0,083 for LCA, r = 0,172 for CfA, r = 0,41
to DB, r = 0,023 for PIB, r = 0,161 for the AIA). Probable cause
of the discrepancies revealed in the diagnostic value of
techniques lies in the change of priorities for the treatment of the
underlying disease and comorbidities, as expressed in
1) the capacity of new drugs to affect the NO-dependent
vasodilation;
2) the formation of collateral circulation ;
3) wider use of statins;
4) intake of prolonged preparations.
Conclusion: Thus, in light of modern approaches to drug
prevention and treatment of cardiovascular disease we should
reconsider approaches to Holter ECG monitoring for the purpose
of verification of ischemic heart disease, and evaluate the
effectiveness of the therapy. Preference should be given to more
accurate noninvasive techniques, such as cycle ergometer test /
exercise treadmill test or echocardiography stress test, which
allow to reach the threshold of submaximal heart rate, not
forgetting the fact that long-term intake of modern statins, of
antianginal and antihypertensive drugs reduces the diagnostic
value of the latter due to different mechanisms. Late pre-test
cancellation of these drugs on the eve of examination distorts the
final results.
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INTERFERON- MEDIATED IMMUNE ACTIVATION IN
PATIENTS WITH SEVERE SYMPTOMATIC AORTIC
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AND
IMPLICATIONS
OF
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PATIENTS UNDERGOING TRANSCATHETER AORTIC
VALVE IMPLANTATION
Adam CSORDAS, Dietmar FUCHS, Fabian NIETLISPACH,
Willibald MAIER, Barbara E. STÄHLI, Martin KAHENZLY,
Ronald K. BINDER, Thomas F. LÜSCHER
University Hospital Zurich, University Heart Center, Dept. of
Cardiology, Zurich, Switzerland
Introduction: In the past few years, degenerative calcified aortic
stenosis has been recognized as a complex and multifaceted
systemic disease akin to atherosclerosis that is commonly
associated with other cardiovascular disease manifestations
such as coronary artery disease or carotid artery stenosis.
Neopterin is produced by monocytes upon stimulation with proinflammatory Interferon- and serves as a stable integral of
upstream Th1-mediated immune activation. However, little is
known about the distribution and clinical implication of Th1immune activation markers in patients with aortic stenosis or their
time course following transcatheter aortic valve implantation
(TAVI).
Methods: We prospectively included 131 patients undergoing
TAVI and 35 patients undergoing surgical aortic valve
replacement at our clinic between March 2013 and October
2014. All patients completed follow-up. Biomarkers (neopterin,
kynurenine, tryptophane, phenylalanine, tyrosine, nitrite) as well
as clinical parameters were measured and calculated at baseline
as well as at day 1-3 following TAVI. The primary endpoint was
all cause mortality not related to the procedure. Baseline
neopterin levels were dichotomized at the upper percentile, and
a Cox proportional hazards model was employed relating
biomarkers and clinical data (Euroscore II) to mortality.
Results: Baseline median interferon -induced inflammatory
markers were significantly higher in patients undergoing TAVI as
compared to surgical patients (neopterin 13.2 nmol/L, IQR 12.13
vs. 8.7 nmol/L, IQR 8.34, P = 0.001; kynurenine/tryptophan ratio
45.5, IQR 18.3 vs. 34.9, IQR 18.9, P = 0.001). Moreover,
tetrahydrobiopterin (THB) availability as reflected by the
phenylalanine/tyrosine ratio was significantly lower in TAVI
patients as opposed to surgical patients (0.71, IQR 0.21 vs. 0.77,
IQR 0.244, P = 0.015). Following aortic valve replacement, there
was a significant interaction between type of procedure (TAVI vs.
surgical) pertaining to the time course of neopterin (Pinteraction
interaction =
0.009), Kyn/Tryp ratio (Pinteraction
interaction= 0.001) and Phen/Tyr ratio
(Pinteraction
interaction= 0.004). Finally, we observed a marked drop of
circulating nitrite in both TAVI and surgical patients following the
procedure.
During a median follow-up of 180 days, 12 out of 131 TAVI
patients died (9%). Mortality was higher for patients with elevated
neopterin (>21 nmol/L, upper percentile) (24.2% vs. 4.08%, P =
0.001) and EuroSCORE II (> 7.5, upper percentile) (18.75% vs.
6.1%, P = 0.031). The Harrell’s C-statistic was 0.689 for the
EuroSCORE II and 0.715 for baseline neopterin levels. In
bivariate analysis adjusted for EuroSCORE II, elevated neopterin
(>21 nmol/L) persisted as an independent predictor of mortality
(HR 2.41 95%CI [0.99-13.6], P = 0.050) and improved the
model´s predictive capability (C-Statistic: 0.689 vs. 0.723).
Conclusions: Patients undergoing TAVI represent a highly
selected cohort of patients considered at high risk for
conventional surgery by an interdisciplinary heart team. The
increased burden of comorbidities in these patients is associated
with a significantly higher level of baseline TH-1-mediated
immune activation as compared to lower risk surgical patients.
Given the robust data on the role of neopterin as a marker of
cardiovascular risk, markers of immune activation might emerge
as a valuable tool for improving risk stratification and hence
clinical decision-making in patients with aortic stenosis beyond
traditional clinical criteria.
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STRAIN RATE IN NONE-DIABETIC PATIENTS WITH
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Background: Chronic heart failure (CHF) is a major cause of
morbidity and mortality, representing a leading factor of fatal
complication, urgently hospitalization and readmission.
Metabolic comorbidities play pivotal role in worsening of global
and regional cardiac function. Recently, increasing attention has
been paid to insulin resistance (IR) as a distinct cause of cardiac
dysfunction and CHF in non-diabetic patients, but the
interrelationship between IR and global left ventricular wall
deformation, known as strain rate, in still uncertain.
The objective of the study was to evaluate association between
IR and strain, strain rate in none-diabetic patients with ischemic
CHF.
Methods: The study was retrospectively involved 300 II-IV
NYHA class CHF patients both sexes aged 48 to 62 years with
angiografically proven coronary artery disease and / or
previously defined myocardial infarction. IR was assessed by the
homeostasis model assessment for insulin resistance (HOMAIR) at the study entry. NT-pro-BNP was measured by ELISA
method. The speckle-tracking analysis on echocardiograms was
performed. Global longitudinal, circumferential, and radial strain,
global diastolic strain rate (E'sr), early diastolic (E') tissue
velocities and early mitral inflow velocity (E) were measured.
Results: Depending HOMA-IR cut-off point (over and less
2.77 mmol/L × µU/mL) all patients were divided into two cohorts
with (n=171) and without (n=129) IR respectively. Univariate
analysis showed some variables with high predictive value for IR:
left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) < 45% (odds ratio [OR] =
1.48; 95% confidence interval [CI] = 1.22-1.68, P = 0.001), NTpro-BNP (OR=1.26; 95% CI=1.15-2.90; P=0.003), decreased
longitudinal strain (OR=1.22; 95% CI=1.10-1.37; P=0.001),
decreased longitudinal strain rate (OR=1.25; 95% CI=1.10-1.40;
P=0.001), increased E/E'sr ratio (per 5-cm E/E'sr increase
OR=1.18; 95% CI=1.10-1.76; P=0.036), NYHA class (OR=1.15;
95% CI=1.07-1.22; P=0.001), E/E' ratio (OR=1.08; 95% CI=1.031.14; P=0.001), old age (OR=1.04; 95% CI=1.01-1.09; P=0.001).
Multivariate analysis showed that only LVEF < 45%, decreased
longitudinal strain rate, increased E/E'sr ratio were independent
predictors for IR. The addition of increased E/E'sr ratio to the
ABC model (LVEF < 45%, decreased longitudinal strain rate,)
improved the relative integrated discrimination indices by 12.1%
and net-reclassification improvement for 14.5% for IR.
Conclusion: The increased E/E'sr ratio, decreased LVEF
< 45%, decreased longitudinal strain rate independently
predicted subclinical IR in none-diabetic CHF patients.
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SERUM RANKL/OSTEOPROTEGERIN
COMPLEX AND ENDOTHELIAL PROGENITOR CELLS IN
ISCHEMIC CHRONIC HEART FAILURE
Alexander E. Berezin, Alexander A. Kremzer
State Medical University, Zaporozhye, Ukraine
Background: Chronic heart failure (CHF) remains one of the
major causes of mortality worldwide. Recent evidence suggests
that CHF is associated with factors that may contribute to
deteriorate vascular integrity and endothelial function, worse
angiogenesis, modulate coagulation and inflammation. The
effects mentioned above lead tissue reparation disorder that is
represented a crucial event in the development of CHF. Recent
studies suggested that circulating level of endothelial progenitor
cells (EPCs) with proangiogenic capacities is key player in the
pathogenesis of CHF. EPCs ensure reparative processes
including endothelization of vascular lesion fragments, as well as
remodeling of extracellular matrix related inflammation.
However, the potential role of serum RANKL/OPG complex in
modulation of the circulating proangiogenic EPCs in CHF patient
population is still not understood.
The objective of this study was to assess an interrelationship
serum RANKL/OPG complex with counts of circulating
proangiogenic endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs) labeled as
CD14+CD309+, and CD14+CD309+Tie2+ in patients with ischemic
chronic heart failure (CHF).
Methods: The study retrospectively evolved 153 patients (86
males) aged 48 to 62 years with angiographically documented
stable coronary artery disease (CAD). One hundred nine patients
(71.2%) had systolic or diastolic CHF. The control group
consisted of 25 healthy volunteers with matching age, sex, and
body mass index. Serum RANKL (sRANKL) and OPG were
measured by high-sensitive ELISA at baseline. EPC populations
were phenotyped by flow cytofluorimetry per High-Definition
Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorter methodology.
Results: Numerous of EPCs with phenotypes of CD14+CD309+
and CD14+CD309+Tie2+ were significantly lower in CAD patients
when compared with healthy subjects. There is a significant trend
to decrease of EPC numerous depending presence of CHF. The
sRANKL level, OPG level, and sRANKL / OPG ratio were
significantly higher in CHF subjects as compared to those without
CHF (P=0.001). On multivariate analysis, CHF, sRANKL/OPG
ratio, OPG, and NT-pro-BNP remained as independent
predictors of decreased EPCs with phenotypes of CD14+CD309+
and CD14+CD309+Tie2+. Using reclassification methods, we
found that the addition of sRANKL/OPG ratio to the ABC
standard model (CHF) improved the relative integrated
discrimination indices by 12.5% for CD14+CD309+ depletion, by
17.3% for CD14+CD309+Tie2+depletion.
Conclusion: We found that sRANKL/OPG ratio remained
statistically significant predictor for depletion of proangiogenic
EPCs in CAD patients.
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ORIGINAL WAY TO RECIPIENT’S SELECTION FOR HEART
TRANSPLANTATION BASED ON BICYCLE
CARDIOPULMONARY STRESS TEST DATA
Yuri P. ОSTROVSKY, Volha A. SUJAYEVA
Republican Scientific and Practical Centre "Cardiology",
laboratory of cardiac rehabilitation, Minsk, Belarus
Introduction: There is significant mismatch between the
demand for heart transplantation (HT) and the number of donor
hearts. That’s why development of additional selection criteria for
patients placed in the “waiting list” in status UNOS 2 is very
important now.

Objective: to improve the algorithm for selection of stable
Objective: to improve the algorithm for selection of stable
patients with severe heart failure (HF) in status UNOS 2 to heart
patients with severe heart failure (HF) in status UNOS 2 to heart
transplantation.
transplantation.
Methods: We studied 32 patients with HF NYHA III-IV, 30 (94%)
Methods: We studied 32 patients with HF NYHA III-IV, 30 (94%)
– were male, 2 – female, average age was 46,4±12,1 years. 19
– were male, 2 – female, average age was 46,4±12,1 years. 19
(60%) of 32 patients had ischemic cardiomyopathy, 9 (28%) –
(60%) of 32 patients had ischemic cardiomyopathy, 9 (28%) –
dilated cardiomyopathy, two (6%) – rheumatic heart disease, 2
dilated cardiomyopathy, two (6%) – rheumatic heart disease, 2
(6%) – congenital heart disease. During the follow-up of 1 year,
(6%) – congenital heart disease. During the follow-up of 1 year,
3 (9%) of 32 patients died, in 8 patients (25%) HT was performed,
3 (9%) of 32 patients died, in 8 patients (25%) HT was performed,
in 2 – mechanical assistant devices were implanted, in 2 –
in 2 – mechanical assistant devices were implanted, in 2 –
cardiac resynchronization devices were implanted. In other 10
cardiac resynchronization devices were implanted. In other 10
(31%) pts optimization of medical therapy led to decreasing of
(31%) pts optimization of medical therapy led to decreasing of
HF symptoms and they were removed from the “waiting list”.
HF symptoms and they were removed from the “waiting list”.
We used cardiopulmonary bicycle ergometry test (BET) to reveal
We used cardiopulmonary bicycle ergometry test (BET) to reveal
the tolerance to physical loading, aerobic reserves and to create
the tolerance to physical loading, aerobic reserves and to create
mathematical model of survival and death prediction during 1
mathematical model of survival and death prediction during 1
year. BET was performed in vertical position of the patient using
year. BET was performed in vertical position of the patient using
stress ergometry system «Schiller AG» AT-104 ErgoSpiro. We
stress ergometry system «Schiller AG» AT-104 ErgoSpiro. We
started from 25 Wt with increasing in load power every 3 minutes
started from 25 Wt with increasing in load power every 3 minutes
at 25 Wt until maximal tolerated level of dyspnea appeared.
at 25 Wt until maximal tolerated level of dyspnea appeared.
Results: We established additional criteria of death during 1 year
Results: We established additional criteria of death during 1 year
based on BET results. These criteria are: the maximal oxygen
based on BET results. These criteria are: the maximal oxygen
consumption (VO2max) <30% of age norm; increasing of VD/VT
consumption (VO2max) <30% of age norm; increasing of VD/VT
(ratio of physiologic
dead space over tidal volume) during the test
(ratio of physiologic dead space over tidal volume) during the test
performance; maximal tolerance to physical loading ≤50 Wt
performance; maximal tolerance to physical loading ≤50 Wt
and/or <20% of age norm. We used mathematical factor analysis
and/or <20% of age norm. We used mathematical factor analysis
(principal component analysis) to create predictive survival
(principal component analysis) to create predictive survival
model. Based on above mentioned predictive model we created
model. Based on above mentioned predictive model we created
new algorithm and computer program for recipient’s selection for
new algorithm and computer program for recipient’s selection for
HT using «R» software [R Development Core Team (2007)].
HT using «R» software [R Development Core Team (2007)].
Conclusion: sensitivity of developed algorithm for high-risk
Conclusion: sensitivity of developed algorithm for high-risk
patients detection was 100%, specificity was 60%.
patients detection was 100%, specificity was 60%.
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Kakhaber ETSADASHVILI11, Willi SCHGOER22,
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Vakhtang CHUMBURIDZE1, Florian HINTRINGER22
Vakhtang CHUMBURIDZE , Florian HINTRINGER
1 Chapidze Emergency Cardiology Center, Tbilisi, Georgia;
1 Chapidze Emergency Cardiology Center, Tbilisi, Georgia;
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2 University Clinic of Innsbruck, Innsbruck, Austria
Introduction: Cardiac Resynchronization Therapy (CRT) is
Introduction: Cardiac Resynchronization Therapy (CRT) is
indicated for the patients with heart failure NYHA functional class
indicated for the patients with heart failure NYHA functional class
II - IV despite the optimal pharmacological treatment, left
II - IV despite the optimal pharmacological treatment, left
ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) <= 35%. True left bundle
ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) <= 35%. True left bundle
branch block (LBBB) and QRS duration => 130 ms are used to
branch block (LBBB) and QRS duration => 130 ms are used to
select the proper patients for the CRT. Despite this the response
select the proper patients for the CRT. Despite this the response
rate to CRT is limited to 60–70%. Aim of the study was to
rate to CRT is limited to 60–70%. Aim of the study was to
determine whether QRS duration dispersion on 12 lead ECG
determine whether QRS duration dispersion on 12 lead ECG
could be used as a predictor of a response after CRT therapy.
could be used as a predictor of a response after CRT therapy.
Method: All patients’ data with cardiac resynchronization therapy
Method: All patients’ data with cardiac resynchronization therapy
devices (CRT-P/CRT-D) implantation during the 2009-2013
devices (CRT-P/CRT-D) implantation during the 2009-2013
years in University Clinic of Innsbruck, Austria and Chapidze
years in University Clinic of Innsbruck, Austria and Chapidze
Heart Center, Tbilisi, Georgia were studied retrospectively.
Heart Center, Tbilisi, Georgia were studied retrospectively.
Patients without true LBBB morphology, patients where coronary
Patients without true LBBB morphology, patients where coronary
sinus leads were not implanted in a target place
sinus leads were not implanted in a target place
(posterolateral/lateral wall of left ventricle); patients with bad
(posterolateral/lateral wall of left ventricle); patients with bad
quality of ECG were excluded from the study. Finally 42 patients
quality of ECG were excluded from the study. Finally 42 patients
were selected and followed-up for at least the 12 months.
were selected and followed-up for at least the 12 months.
Results: 28 patients with increasing of the LVEF more than 7%,
Results: 28 patients with increasing of the LVEF more than 7%,
improving the quality of life, decreasing the size and volume of
improving the quality of life, decreasing the size and volume of
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in a larger group of patients is needed to support these initial
findings, however these results imply that higher heart rates do
not carry a worse prognosis after HTx.

Figure 1. Cox regression model for cumulative survival based
on heart rate quartiles following heart transplantation. P=0.738
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RIGHT AND LEFT VENTRICULAR FUNCTION IN
LOWLANDERS WITH COPD TRAVELLING TO MODERATE
ALTITUDE
1,3, Tsogyal Latshang1
1,
Silvia Ulrich11, Mona Lichtblau1,3
1,2,
Michael Furian11, Séverine Müller-Mottet11, Silke Kueest1,2
1
1
1
1
1
1
Deborah Flück , Batyr Osmonov , Sebastian Segitz ,
Malcolm Kohler11, Felix Tanner22, Ekkehard Grünig33,
Konrad E. Bloch11

1 Clinic of Pulmonology, University Hospital of Zurich
2 Clinic of Cardiology, University Hospital of Zurich
3 Thorax Clinic at University of Heidelberg
Background: Physical performance of lowlanders with COPD is
impaired during altitude travel. We investigated whether this is
related to cardiac dysfunction.
Methods and Results: 37 patients, 20 men, median age 66y
(quartiles 60;69) with COPD, GOLD 2/3, median FEV1 57% pred
(49;71) living below 800m were recruited. Echocardiography,
pulse oximetry (SpO22) and 6 min walk distance (6MWD) were
assessed at 490m (Zurich) and in the first morning after patients
had spent one night at 2590m (Davos). At 490m SpO22 and the
6MWD were 94% (93;96) and 542m (471;585), respectively; right
ventricular systolic pressure (RVSP) was 23mmHg (18; 29), RV
end-systolic and diastolic areas were 8.4cm22 (7.7;11) and
15.1cm22 (14.1;17.5), respectively; left ventricular ejection fraction
(LVEF) was 67% (63;70). At 2590m, corresponding values were

SECTION 3 .
SpO
SpO22 89%
89% (87;91),
(87;91), 6MWD
6MWD 506m
506m (447;583),RVSP
(447;583),RVSP 39mmHg
39mmHg
(34;49), RV
RV end-systolic
end-systolic and
and diastolic
diastolic areas
areas 10.5cm
10.5cm22 (8.3;12)
(8.3;12) and
and
(34;49),
2
15.9cm2 (13.8;19.2),
(13.8;19.2), LVEF
LVEF 64%
64% (59;67),
(59;67), P<0.05,
P<0.05, all
all comparisons
comparisons
15.9cm
to
to 2590
2590 vs.
vs. 490m.
490m.
Conclusions: In
In lowlanders
lowlanders with
with COPD,
COPD, GOLD
GOLD 2-3,
2-3, hypoxemia
hypoxemia
Conclusions:
at moderate
moderate altitude
altitude is
is associated
associated with
with a
a moderate
moderate increase
increase in
in
at
RVSP,
RVSP, and
and dysfunction
dysfunction of
of both
both the
the right
right and
and left
left ventricle.
ventricle.
Therefore,
Therefore, the
the altitude
altitude induced
induced reduction
reduction of
of physical
physical
performance of
of COPD
COPD patients
patients may
may not
not be
be due
due to
to ventilatory
ventilatory
performance
limitation
limitation but
but mainly
mainly due
due to
to cardiovascular
cardiovascular dysfunction.
dysfunction.
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DISEASE-TARGETED TREATMENT IMPROVES COGNITIVE
FUNCTION
IN
PATIENTS
WITH
PRECAPILLARY
PULMONARY HYPERTENSION
Gina Somaini, Adriana Stamm, Séverine Müller-Mottet,
Elisabeth Hasler, Stephan Keusch, Florian Hildenbrand,
Konrad E. Bloch and Silvia Ulrich
Clinic for Pulmonology, University Hospital of Zurich,
Switzerland
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PREDICTIVE
PREDICTIVE VALUE
VALUE OF
OF EXERCISE
EXERCISE RIGHT
RIGHT HEART
HEART
CATHETERIZATION IN
IN PATIENTS
PATIENTS WITH
WITH PULMONARY
PULMONARY
CATHETERIZATION
HYPERTENSION
HYPERTENSION
Elisabeth Hasler,
Hasler, Séverine
Séverine Müller-Mottet,
Müller-Mottet, Gina
Gina Somaini,
Somaini,
Elisabeth
Stephanie
Stephanie Saxer,
Saxer, Rudolf
Rudolf Speich,
Speich, Marco
Marco Maggiorini,
Maggiorini,
Konrad
Konrad Bloch
Bloch and
and Silvia
Silvia Ulrich
Ulrich
Clinic of
of Pulmonology,
Pulmonology, University
University Hospital
Hospital Zurich,
Zurich, Switherland
Switherland
Clinic
Background:
The
main
symptom
of
pulmonary
Background: The main symptom of pulmonary hypertension
hypertension
(PH) is
is exertional
exertional dyspnea.
dyspnea. However,
However, little
little is
is known
known about
about the
the
(PH)
prognostic
prognostic relevance
relevance of
of exercise
exercise pulmonary
pulmonary hemodynamics
hemodynamics in
in
patients
patients with
with arterial
arterial or
or chronic
chronic thromboembolic
thromboembolic PH
PH (PAH
(PAH and
and
CTEPH).
CTEPH).
Methods: Right
Right heart
heart catheterization
catheterization data
data of
of patients
patients with
with PAH
PAH
Methods:
or
or CTEPH
CTEPH from
from January
January 2005
2005 until
until November
November 2014
2014 were
were
included
included if
if patients
patients had
had a
a mean
mean pulmonary
pulmonary artery
artery pressure
pressure
(mPAP) ≥25
≥25 mmHg
mmHg at
at rest
rest and
and underwent
underwent step-wise
step-wise incremental
incremental
(mPAP)
cycle
cycle exercise
exercise (10
(10 Watt
Watt increase
increase every
every 3
3 minutes)
minutes) in
in supine
supine
position
position until
until exhaustion
exhaustion with
with hemodynamic
hemodynamic assessments
assessments
including mPAP
mPAP and
and cardiac
cardiac output
output (CO,
(CO, indexed
indexed to
to body
body surface
surface
including
area:
area: CI)
CI) at
at every
every step.
step. Patients
Patients were
were closely
closely followed-up
followed-up and
and
events
events defined
defined as
as death
death and
and lung
lung transplantation
transplantation noted.
noted. The
The
predictive value
value of
of hemodynamics
hemodynamics at
at rest
rest and
and exercise
exercise was
was
predictive
assessed by
by Cox
Cox regression
regression and
and transplant-free
transplant-free survival
survival
assessed
calculated
calculated by
by Kaplan
Kaplan Meyer.
Meyer.
Results:
Results: 70
70 patients
patients (43
(43 females,
females, mean
mean age
age 61±15
61±15 y,
y, 38
38
idiopathic &
& 16
16 associated
associated PAH,
PAH, 16
16 CTEPH,
CTEPH, mean
mean 6MWD
6MWD
idiopathic
−5)
444±132m,
444±132m, mPAP
mPAP 36.8±10.1
36.8±10.1 mmHg,
mmHg, PVR
PVR 423±249dyn·s·cm
423±249dyn·s·cm−5),,
were
were followed
followed during
during an
an average
average of
of 2.3±2.2
2.3±2.2 y
y (range
(range 18-3489
18-3489
days). 11
11 patients
patients died
died and
and 3
3 were
were transplanted.
transplanted. At
At rest,
rest, the
the
days).
arterial
arterial and
and mixed
mixed venous
venous oxygen
oxygen saturation
saturation predicted
predicted the
the
transplant-free
transplant-free survival,
survival, but
but none
none of
of the
the hemodynamic
hemodynamic
parameters. At
At maximal
maximal exercise,
exercise, the
the power
power output
output achieved,
achieved,
parameters.
heart rate,
rate, CI,
CI, increase
increase of
of CO
CO and
and CI,
CI, ∆mPAP/∆CO,
∆mPAP/∆CO, mPAPmPAPheart
increase
increase per
per Watt
Watt and
and arterial
arterial oxygen
oxygen saturation
saturation predicted
predicted the
the
transplant-free
transplant-free survival
survival (p=.023,
(p=.023, .040,
.040, .031,
.031, .050,
.050, .030,
.030, .033,
.033, .034
.034
respectively). Multivariate
Multivariate stepwise
stepwise analysis
analysis revealed
revealed that
that the
the
respectively).
mPAP-increase
mPAP-increase per
per Watt
Watt was
was the
the best
best predictor
predictor of
of transplanttransplantfree
free survival
survival (p=.001,
(p=.001, B=.616).
B=.616). Transplant-free
Transplant-free survival
survival was
was
better in
in patients
patients with
with a
a CI
CI increase≥0.55l/min/m
increase≥0.55l/min/m22 and
and
better
∆mPAP/∆CO<17mmHg/l/min
∆mPAP/∆CO<17mmHg/l/min (p=.009,
(p=.009, .006)
.006) from
from rest
rest to
to maximal
maximal
exercise
exercise (30±16Watt).
(30±16Watt).
Conclusion: Exercise
Exercise hemodynamics
hemodynamics is
is superior
superior to
to resting
resting
Conclusion:
hemodynamics for
for the
the risk
risk evaluation
evaluation of
of patients
patients with
with PAH
PAH or
or
hemodynamics
CTEPH.
CTEPH. Thus,
Thus, dynamic
dynamic exercise
exercise right
right heart
heart catheterization
catheterization
should
should be
be considered
considered in
in the
the diagnosis
diagnosis and
and management
management of
of PH.
PH.

Background: Patients with pulmonary hypertension (PH) may
suffer from impaired cognitive function that may be related to
reduced cerebral oxygen delivery and cerebral tissue
oxygenation (CTO). We evaluated the hypothesis that cognitive
function improves with targeted medical PH therapy and that this
is associated with improved cerebral oxygenation.
Methods: 20 patients with newly diagnosed arterial or chronic
thromboembolic PH underwent right heart catheterization,
monitoring of CTO by noninvasive near infrared spectroscopy
and a battery of cognitive tests (Trail Making Tests (TMT),
Victoria Stroop Tests and Five-point Test). The 6 minute walk
distance (6MWD), NYHA functional class and health related
quality of life (HRQoL) were also assessed at baseline and after
3 months under disease-targeted medication.
Results: At baseline, 45% of PH-patients had reduced cognitive
function compared to reference populations. At 3 months, the
TMT A and the Stroop 2 Test improved (table), whereas CTO
remained unchanged. SpO2, NYHA class, 6MWD and HRQoL
improved. At baseline, CTO was the strongest predictor of
cognitive function, even in multivariate analysis including, age,
6MWD and HRQoL. Improvements in the TMT A and
Stroop2Test were not associated with changes in CTO even
when controlled for age (r2 =.162, p=.222 resp. r2=.151, p=.249).
Conclusions: In patients with PH, 3 months of disease-targeted
medication resulted in a better cognitive function. The associated
improvements in functional class and exercise performance
imply improved hemodynamics and, considering the unchanged
arterial and cerebral oxygenation, an improved cerebral oxygen
delivery.
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